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Thematic Symposia  
Monday 17th of June 2019 

Incorporating fossils into phylogenies of extant taxa   
Chairs: Jesus Lozano-Fernandez, Luke Parry 
The diversity of extant organisms represents a small snapshot of the total diversity 
that existed through Earth history. Extinct taxa represented in the fossil record 
provide unique data that allow us to understand the stepwise evolution of 
characters and body plans, better constrain ancestral states and infer the timing 
of major radiations. However, incorporating paleontological data into 
phylogenies is difficult because of the incompleteness of both fossils and the 
fossil record (particularly for soft-bodied lineages). This symposium will address 
the problem posed faced when attempting to resolve the relationships of fossil 
taxa or when using fossil taxa to date phylogenies. We aim to showcase key 
recent innovations such as total evidence analyses that integrate 
morphological, fossil, molecular and stratigraphic data (and their caveats), as 
well as more traditional studies aiming at describing and classifying the diversity 
of extinct life.   

Cryptic taxa - artefact of classification or evolutionary phenomena  

Chair: Alexandre Monro 
Recent studies suggest that cryptic species represent a significant fraction of 
biodiversity. The concept of cryptic species became an important focus of interest 
for evolutionary biologists from the 1930s onwards with the development of the 
Evolutionary Synthesis and the widespread acceptance of the biological species 
concept. Ernst Mayr christened groups of biological species that were 
indistinguishable morphologically as sibling species, a term once widely used. In 
modern times usage has shifted to the term cryptic species. During this time there 
has been a shift in focus, from morphological convergence to the dislocation 
between rates of morphological and ‘molecular’ change. Despite inconsistencies 
around definitions and changing perceptions of the concept, cryptic species likely 
provide a valuable insight into the processes of speciation and fine level diversity. 
This symposium will provide an overview of the phenomenon of cryptic species 
across a broad range of organisms and propose ways in which their study can be 
used to study evolutionary processes and fine scale diversity. It will consider how 
the insights afforded by cryptic species are captured by taxonomy and reflected 
in classifications. A book based on these and solicited contributions will be 
published as a Systematics Association special volume. 
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Tuesday 18th of June  

The contribution of systematics to conservation  
Chairs: Eve Lucas, Eimear Nic Lughadha, Iain Darbyshire, Peter Moonlight 
Species extinction and habitat destruction has precipitated a biodiversity crisis 
unprecedented in human history. Of fundamental interest to the field of 
systematists and others studying the natural world, is how experimental data can 
be applied to environmental conservation and how the practical impact of 
systematics for conservation can be quantified.Systematics is a broad church of 
numerous practices, from immediate and collections-based alpha taxonomy 
through studies of ecology and evolution to complex syntheses of 
environmental and genomic data. All these outputs contribute critically to the 
role of systematics for conservation.A symposium of studies demonstrating the 
influence of systematics, past, present and future and their practical impact on 
conservation will be a novel and timely meeting of researchers with diverse 
backgrounds and approaches.    

Wednesday 19th of June  

Challenges in modern phylogenetic: molecules, morphology and methods 
Chair: Mark Wilkinson  
The discovery of more or less inclusive taxa is the central endeavour of 
systematics. Since the general acceptance of evolution as the framework for 
explaining biological diversity, taxa have become more or less synonymous with 
monophyla – the branches of the phylogenetic tree of life. Phylogenetics – 
which is aimed at inferring the details of the tree of life - is thus integral to 
systematics.  Quantitiative approaches to phylogenetic inference in have 
become very popular and their development (in power and sophistication) 
continues apace as we learn more about the potential obstacles to inferring 
accurate phylogenies.  This symposium will provide a snapshot of some current 
work and opinion in the broad area of phylogenetics with a strongly 
methodological flavour and a span that covers morphology and molecules.    
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Authors Index - Oral Presentations 
Álvarez-Presas M. An integrative approach to describe the cryptic diversity of 
native land planarians in Europe 
Bachman S.P. - Growing the global Red List – a vital role for systematists 
Baker W.J. - Completing the plant tree of life 
Bassyouni M. M.EL-Madhi Sequence variations and molecular phylogeny of 
some Red Sea parrotfishes (Scaridae) using mitochondrial gene sequences 
Beavan A.J. - What can relationships between genes tell us about events in 
genome evolution? 
Betts H.C. - Estimating the divergence date of eukaryotes via the fossilised 
birth-death process 
Bittencourt-Silva G.B. Cryptic diversity in theory and in herpetology 
Brooks T. - Systematics and conservation: strengthening the science-policy-
practice interface 
Buys M.H. - The phylogenomics of diversification on an island: applying 
Anchored Hybrid Enrichment to New Zealand Leptospermum scoparium 
(Myrtaceae) 
Cai C. - Insect evolution: Integrating molecules and fossils 
Callender-Crowe L. - The prevalence of correlated morphological characters 
using avian and squamate datasets 
Coleman G.A. - Phylogenomics resolves early events in bacterial evolution 
Creevey C. - The Likelihood Decay Index: Branch support for the 
phylogenomics era 
Carruthers T. - Estimating divergence times with multiple fossil calibrations and 
a relaxed clock 
Day J.J. - Island versus mainland evolution of a ‘great speciator’: contrasting 
patterns of morphological diversification in the white-eye (Aves: Zosterops) 
radiation 
Darbyshire I. Are taxonomists qualified to talk about conservation? Identifying 
and conserving critical sites for plant diversity through the Tropical Important 
Plant Areas programme 
Dodsworth S. Phylogenetic approaches to understanding species boundaries 
for conservation  
Donoghue P.C.J. - The topology, divergence times, and evolution of land 
plants 
du Plessis L. (First Author Parag K.) - An integrated framework for the joint 
inference of population history and sampling intensity from reconstructed 
genealogies 
Feuda R. - Improved modeling of compositional heterogeneity supports 
sponges as sister to all other animals 
Fišer C. - Can co-occurring cryptic species steer integrative taxonomy? 
Flouris T. - A Bayesian multispecies coalescent model with introgression for 
comparative genomic analysis 
Ford A.G.P. - The phylogeny of Oreochromis cichlid fishes and their 
adaptation to extreme environmental conditions 
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Foster P. - Compositional heterogeneity over the tree 
Garner B. (First Author Vogler AP) - From tree to soup to tree: the application of 
metagenetics in rapid biodiversity discovery of the Coleoptera 
Garwood R.J - Testing phylogenetic inference of morphology using 
evolutionary simulations 
Giacomelli M. - Molecular palaeobiology of Ecdysozoa 
Giles S. Assembling 400 million years of the fish tree of life 
Gower D.J. - External morphological diversity and systematics of uropeltid 
snakes 
Grenyer R. - Who cares about phylogenetic diversity? 
Gunter F. - The sand termite Psammotermes allocerus – one species or rather 
a number of cryptic species? 
Hill R - Exploring the evolution of the lichenicolous lifestyle within the 
Ascomycota 
Howard R.J. - A Sessile Early Cambrian Lobopodian and the Phylogeny of 
Cambrian Ecdysozoa 
Huertas B. - The beauty of the dead: behind the seen opportunities for the 
conservation of butterflies 
Neaves L.E. - What to conserve? The role of systematics in conservation 
Olander S.B. - Georeferenced herbarium material for IUCN Red List 
Assessments 
Johnson W.E. - Phylogeographic and Bionomic Insights from Whole Genome 
Sequence Analyses of the Species-rich Australasian Anopheles annulipes 
Mosquito Complex 
Keating J.N. - An MCMC-like sampling algorithm for parsimony tree estimation 
using discrete morphological data 
Klein C.G. - Timing the diversification of snakes 
Kuhnhäuser B. Phylogenomics of calamoid palms 
Kotharambath R. Species delimitation challenges in Gegeneophis, the elusive 
wormy caecilians of India’s Western and Eastern Ghats 
Kück P. - PhyQuart Mapping 
Labisko J. - Cryptic diversity and evidence of a dramatic thermal niche shift 
in tropical frogs 
Lavin M. - The nature of woody plant species – cryptic and not-so cryptic - in 
neotropical dry and rain forests 
Lozano-Fernandez J. Taxon-rich chelicerate genomic datasets provide 
support for the monophyly of Acari and Arachnida 
Lu M. - Phylogenetic relationships of the tribe Neospartoneae (Verbenaceae) 
based on molecular data 
Lucas E.J. - Stable taxonomy and up to date curation amplify the 
conservation potential of systematics 
Maddock S.T. - When old meets new: molecular systematics of New Guinean 
snakes from formalin-fixed museum specimens 
Mahony S. - Taxonomic confusion and cryptic diversity in Northeast Indian 
Horned frogs (Megophrys) 
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Monro A. (First Author Wells T.) - Combination of Hyb-Seq, Sanger sequence 
and morphological data resolves phylogenetic relationships and supports 
delimitation of cryptic genera in the Urticaceae. 
Moody E.R.R. - Bayesian phylogenomic feature selection for predicting 
prokaryotic optimal growth temperature 
Moon B.C. - Early high disparity and rates in the evolution of ichthyosaurs 
Moonlight P. Using species distribution modelling to define conservation units: 
predicting the fate of northeast Brazilian biomes under global change 
Natsidis P. - A new computational method to detect the phenomenon of the 
hidden break in 28S rRNA reveals its evolutionary distribution 
Paetzold C. Assembly Parameter Optimization drastically improves 
phylogenetic inference in Hawaiian Melicope (Rutaceae) 
Paps J. - Phylogenies and the reconstruction of ancestral genomes 
Parry L.A. - Does incorporating fossils influence phylogenetic hypotheses? 
Pellens R. - Phylogenetic diversity in the quest for new concepts for 
biodiversity conservation 
Petitjean C. - Rooting the eukaryotic radiation with new models of genome 
evolution 
Pisani D. - Are molecular and morphological phylogenies incongruent? 
Puttick M.N. - Using evolutionary models to assess the accuracy of 
phylogenies estimated with Bayesian, Maximum-Likelihood, and Parsimony 
methods 
Raes N. New horizons for natural history collections with DiSSCo 
Redmond A.K. - Empirical mixture models improve model-fit and mitigate 
branching errors in partitioned phylogenomics 
Ronquist F. Systematists: The Integrators 
Russini V. -  Whelks, rock-snails and allied: a new phylogenetic framework for 
the family Muricidae (Mollusca: Gastropoda) 
Sansom R.S. - Stratigraphic congruence of Bayesian posterior distribution tree 
samples 
Schley R. - Drivers of phylogenetic incongruence in rainforest trees 
Scotland R.W. (First Author Muñoz-Rodríguez P.) - Unleashing the power of 
global natural history collections 
Short K. - Life in the extreme; when did tardigrades colonise Antarctica? 
Simões B.F. - Hidden in plain sight: reassessment of the extinct pig-footed 
bandicoot, Chaeropus ecaudatus (Peramelemorphia, Chaeropodidae) and 
use of the fossil record to trace its past distribution 
Siu-Ting K. - Inadvertent paralog inclusion drives artefactual topologies   
and timetree estimates in Lissamphibia 
Song J-H. - First complete mitochondrial genomes of three bathynellaceans 
(Crustacea, Malacostraca, Syncarida), and their phylogenetic position within 
the Eumalacostraca 
Streicher J.W. - Ultraconserved elements as phylogenetic markers: sampling 
strategies and signals in vertebrate systems  
Tobias J.A. - The use and misuse of phylogenetic data in biodiversity 
conservation 
Struck T.H. - What are cryptic species? – A process-driven perspective 
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Thaowetsuwan P. - Same, but different: complexity of androecial diversity in 
Croton L. (Euphorbiaceae) 
Thomas E. A. - A Red List of hydrothermal vent fauna – current insights into 
taxon-based conservation tools in the deep sea 
Thomas P. - What's in a name? Taxonomy and its impacts on conservation 
van Santen M. - Cape flora radiation driven by oligotrophic soils rather than 
Mediterranean climate – evidence from Phylica and a meta-analysis of 22 
Cape clades 
Vinther J. - Fossil evidence suggest comb jellies (Ctenophora) are 
coelenterate diploblasts 
Walker B.E. - Can specimen-based models provide a shortcut to conservation 
assessments? 
Warnow T. - Theoretical and Empirical Advances in Species Tree Estimation 
Wilkinson M. - On support 
Williams D.M. - Whatever Happened to Cladistics? 
Williams - P.H. Guerrilla taxonomy ‒ is quick also dirty? Under-sampling, over-
sampling, and cryptic species 
Williams T.A. - Phylogenomics and the origin of eukaryotes 
Younger J. - Cryptic diversification in a cryptic radiation: a closer look at 
Madagascar's newly recognised Bernieridae 
Zaharias P. Data, time and money: evaluating the best compromise for 
inferring molecular phylogenies of non-model taxa 
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Authors Index - Poster Presentations 
Clegg R. - Tropical Important Plant Areas identification in the eastern 
lowlands of Bolivia 
Keeley F. - Phylogenomics: What genes to include? The example of the early 
animal relationships 
Könyves K. - Re-evaluating the taxonomy of Scilla L. using plastome data 
Labisko J. - Emerging cryptic diversity in Seychelles herpetofauna: doubling 
up on sooglossid frogs? 
Llewellyn T. - Using current molecular phylogenetics methods to stabilise the 
taxonomy of the Teloschistaceae (lichen-forming Ascomycota, Fungi) 
Prakash R. - The Systematics of a late 17th century collection of Samuel 
Browne from peninsular India 
Rossi M.E. Phylogenomics of demosponges and the evolution of the 
molecular toolkits for biosilicification 
Sampaio F.L. Convergent evolution in a clade of burrowing snakes 
(Serpentes: Uropeltidae) 
Serra Silva A. A Critical Reassessment of Lissamphibian Relationships 
Ryberg M. (First author Sheikh S.) Using variable rate models to study the 
evolution of ectomycorrhizal fungi through time 
Torres F. Assessing Genes for Phylogenomic analyses: the case of the 
starfishes 
Veerappan D. - Ecomorphological evolution in natricine snakes 
Watchara A. - The unexpected evolutionary history of Heteropogon and 
Themeda (Andropogoneae): stories from nuclear genes 
Wei N. Phylogeny and Character Evolution of Succulent Euphorbia sect. 
Monadenium in East Africa Abstracts - oral presentations 
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Abstracts - Oral Presentations 
An integrative approach to describe the cryptic diversity of native land planarians 
in Europe 

Álvarez-Presas M.1, Mateos E.2, Sluys R.3, Riutort M.1 

1Departament de Genètica, Microbiologia i Estadística, Institut de Recerca 
de la Biodiversitat (IRBio), Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain. 
2Departament de Biologia Evolutiva, Ecologia i Ciències Ambientals, 
Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain. 
3Naturalis Biodiversity Center, Leiden, The Netherlands. 

E-mail: onaalvarez@ub.edu  

In Europe, native terrestrial planarians (Platyhelminthes; Continenticola; 
Geoplanidae) are considered the paradigm of cryptic edaphic fauna in 
humid forests. The species are small in size and are not easy to find or capture 
in traps. Moreover, they have been shown to be good indicators of the 
conservation status of their habitat and a good model for the study of 
biodiversity. These characteristics are mainly due to their fragile architecture, 
their dependence on wet forests soils and their low dispersion capacity. In a 
previous study, an exhaustive exploration of the European territory was made 
in search of these small soil-dwelling organisms. In that study, the most 
abundant known species found was Microplana terrestris, brown in 
appearance, with a maximum length of 3 centimetres and a white ventral 
creeping sole. In the present study we reveal that what we thought was M. 
terrestris is actually a cryptic species complex under the same external 
appearance. We have carried out morphological analyses, studying the 
animal copulatory apparatus and other anatomical characters, and also 
molecular analyses, applying phylogenetic inference and species molecular 
delimitation techniques, and have discovered an unexpected species 
richness. We have already described 7 new species with an external 
appearance similar to M. terrestris, 4 are described in the present study and 
some will remain as candidate species pending on morphological 
description, demystifying the paradigm of the low diversity of species in 
continents of temperate climate, such as Europe. 
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Growing the global Red List – a vital role for systematists  

Bachman S.P. 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, UK 

E-mail: s.bachman@kew.org  

Plant systematists have a strong track record of producing conservation 
status assessments as part of the process of describing and revising species. 
However, conservation assessments published in monographs and floras, 
often inaccessible due to paywalls, could achieve greater impact for 
conservation if they were published on the global Red List. Although 
systematists have bought into the need to assess conservation status, they 
often fall short of publishing on the Red List due to a number of actual or 
perceived barriers. Recent changes such as reduced data requirements for 
Red List assessments and technological developments to facilitate and 
speed up Red List production may help to bridge this gap, leading to greater 
representation of plants on the global Red List. Presence on the Red List can 
then influence allocation of conservation funding, conservation prioritisation, 
can improve decision making to reduce impacts of the business sector, and 
can raise awareness of threatened species.    
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Completing the plant tree of life 

Baker W.J.1,*, Bailey P.1, Barber V.1, Barker A.1, Botigué L.R.1,2, Brewer G.1, 
Clarkson J.1, Cowan R.S.1, Dodsworth S.1,3, Epitawalage N.1, Eiserhardt W.L.T.1,4, 

Johnson M.G.5, Kim J.1, Maurin O.1, Pokorny L.1, Wickett N.J.6, Zuntini A.1, 
Kersey P.1, Leitch I.1 & Forest F.1 

1Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, UK. 
2Centre for Research in Agricultural Genomics, Barcelona, Spain. 
3School of Life Science, University of Bedfordshire, UK. 
4Department of Bioscience, Aarhus University, Denmark. 
5Texas Tech University, Texas, USA. 
6Chicago Botanic Garden, Glencoe, Illinois, USA. 

E-mail: w.baker@kew.org  

Evolutionary trees are powerful tools for prediction, species discovery, 
monitoring and conservation. Through comparative analysis of DNA 
sequence data, the backbone of the plant tree of life is relatively well 
understood. However, DNA data are still lacking for numerous plant genera 
and the vast majority of species, preventing their accurate placement within 
an evolutionary framework and hindering downstream science. To better 
understand how the world’s plants and fungi have evolved, we have 
initiated the Plant and Fungal Trees of Life (PAFTOL) project at the Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew. PAFTOL aims to generate extensive new data for 
every genus of plant and fungi using high-throughput DNA sequencing 
technologies. In this talk, we report on progress in the plant component of 
PAFTOL. We have established a targeted sequence capture approach and 
have designed a single probe kit that can isolate up to 353 nuclear genes 
across all angiosperm families. Data obtained with this kit effectively resolve 
both deep and species-level relationships and is currently being evaluated as 
a “next generation” barcode. A refined bioinformatic pipeline is also in 
preparation. We have now generated data for more than 25% of the 14,000 
angiosperm genera, and focused studies on families such as orchids, palms, 
sedges, daisies and legumes are also underway. PAFTOL aspires to be highly 
open and collaborative, sharing data and tools at the earliest opportunity, 
and integrating with the broader global genomic agenda. Researchers who 
share an interest in our project are warmly invited to get in touch. 
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Sequence Variations and Molecular phylogeny of some Red Sea Parrotfishes 
(Scaridae) using mitochondrial gene sequences 

Bassyouni M. M.EL-Mahdi  

Zoology Department. Faculty of Science, South Valley University. Qena, 
Egypt. 

E-mail: melmahdi@svu.edu.eg 

Parrotfishes (Scaridae) are coral reefs herbivorous species with a clade of 90 
species which shape coral reef communities due to their scratch algae off 
coral reefs with their beak-like teeth. The study aimed to assess sequence 
variations and molecular phylogeny of scarids species; Scarus collana 
Rüppell 1835; Scarus frenatus Lacepède 1802; Scarus (Chlorurus) sordidus 
Forsskål 1775 and Scarus niger Forsskål 1775 using mitochondrial cytochrome 
b and 16S rRNA sequences. 
Targeted DNA fragments were efficiently amplified using gene’s specific 
primers. A high level of sequence identity/similarity in the analysed regions 
from both genes that reflects a close genetic relationship and shared 
ancestry among studied parrotfishes species. Cytochrome b sequence 
biased towards AT contents and against guanine, also preference towards 
conservations. 16S rRNA gene sequence biased towards adenine and a 
noticeable similar bias towards thymine, cytocine and guanine, also 
favouritism towards conservations. Phylogentic analysis displayed grouping 
patterns of assembly  for studied species and other included related species.  
Data could be beneficial for effective parootfishes taxonomy, management, 
and conservation issues. The consequence in generating sequence data 
from other parrotfishes utilising cytochrome b and 16S rRNA genes specific 
primers employed here may possibly provide a useful contribution to 
parrotfishes taxonomy, phylogenetic and evolutionary studies in the Red Sea 
region. 
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What can relationships between genes tell us about events in genome 
evolution? 

Beavan A.J.1 Clark J.W.2,3, Pisani D.1,2, Donoghue P.C.J.2 

1School of Biological Sciences, University of Bristol, UK 
2School of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, UK 
3Department of Plant Sciences, University of Oxford, UK 

E-mail: alan.beavan@bristol.ac.uk  

The coding content of genes can evolve by duplication, transfer, loss and de 
novo gene formation. Extreme examples of duplication and transfer are 
whole genome duplication and hybridisation respectively, which contribute 
to the evolution of populations by increasing the genetic material on which 
evolutionary forces can act. Here I apply methods which reconcile gene 
trees with an overarching species tree in order to estimate the rates of 
duplication, transfer and loss in three lineages proposed to have undergone 
whole genome duplication with hybridisation. These are wheat, oleaceae 
and eudicots, which represent progressively more ancient events. We show 
high rates of transfer from one branch to another, can be evidence for 
hybridisation and that this signal is strongest in more recent hybridisation 
events. We propose that these methods can be applied to whole genome 
duplication across the tree of life.  
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Estimating the divergence date of eukaryotes via the fossilised birth-death 
process 

Betts H.C.1, O’Reilly J.E.1, Williams T.A.2, Donoghue P.C.J.1 and Pisani D.1,2 

1 School of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, UK 
2 School of Life Sciences, University of Bristol, UK 

E-mail: hb1864@bristol.ac.uk  

Eukaryotes comprise multiple multicellular clades as well as boasting a wide 
microbial diversity. The oldest crown eukaryote fossil is the red alga 
Bangiomorpha pubescens sitting at ~1.2 Billion years ago. However, the fossil 
record of acritarchs, probable eukaryotes with unknown affinities, stretches 
back into the Palaeoproterozoic suggesting an earlier evolution of the last 
eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA). It is well known that fossils can never tell 
us when a clade evolved given the time lag needed to produce identifiable 
features. Hence, we can turn to molecular clocks which utilise both the fossil 
record and modern genetic data providing an integrative way to glean 
information about such divergences. Previously, node dating - where fossils 
are assigned to specific nodes in the tree - has been used to estimate the 
divergence of crown eukaryotes. Here, we used the fossilised birth death 
process which removed the need for setting priors on each fossil node 
calibration and allowed the incorporation of additional fossil material. We 
took a sample from the diversity of eukaryotic fossil data available on the 
Palaeobiology Database and added this to a eukaryote tree covering each 
of the major lineages. Previous estimates suggest that crown Eukaryota 
evolved in the early Mesoproterozoic. Our results exceed these estimates 
pushing LECA back into the Palaeoproterozoic. 
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Cryptic diversity in theory and in herpetology 

Bittencourt-Silva G.B., Wilkinson M. 

Natural History Museum, London.  

E-mail: g.bittencourt@nhm.ac.uk  

We review the concept of cryptic diversity with special reference to 
herpetology. In herpetology, as elsewhere, the notion of cryptic or hidden 
diversity, and the sense that it is somehow important, has been substantially 
boosted by the rise of molecular systematics. Indeed, while the concepts are 
old, most modern examples of crypsis are morphological rather than in terms 
of DNA, with the discovery of differences in the latter typically the basis for 
the discovery of previously unrecognised species. Diversity in DNA, much of it 
cryptic before the advent and broad application of sequencing 
technologies, presents new challenges for taxonomic systems developed 
primarily to deal with morphological diversity. These challenges are most 
keenly felt when subsequent investigations fail to identify morphological 
differences that are congruent with and corroborate the picture from DNA 
sequences.  
We present some opinions regarding the (sometimes unhelpful) distinctions 
between morphology and molecules, phenotype and genotype, that lead 
us to suggestions for the taxonomic treatment of putative cryptic species that 
requires no notable change to long accepted practice. 
While some may agree that speciation is a process and that species can only 
be recognised once the process is sufficiently advanced for the evolving 
species to have differentiated, there is scope for disagreement as to when 
the speciation process begins and when it is complete. We argue that most 
species begin their separate existence as cryptic species. Comparisons of the 
degree, relative frequency and duration of crypsis within and between 
groups or environment offers potential insights into speciation processes. 
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Systematics and conservation: strengthening the science-policy-practice 
interface 

Brooks T. 

IUCN, International Union for Conservation of Nature 

E-mail: thomas.BROOKS@iucn.org  

With the emergence of the extinction rebellion as a social movement, and 
the launch of the IPBES global assessment headlined by extinction risk, 2019 
has seen the strongest ever demand for species conservation. How can the 
interface between the science of systematics and the policy and practice of 
conservation be strengthened to meet this demand? I examine this through 
two examples: the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (which assessed 
species extinction risk for 98,512 species), and the World Database of Key 
Biodiversity Areas (which assesses sites contributing significantly to the 
persistence of global biodiversity for 15,777 KBAs). Both are structured 
according to global standards maintained by IUCN and implemented by 
broad institutional partnerships and many thousands of individual 
contributors. Taxonomy and biogeography are fundamental to underpinning 
both. Both deliver a range of functions to span the science-policy-practice 
interface: undertaking assessments, generation of new knowledge, capacity-
building, and support to policy and practice. Both respond to a wide range 
of decision-making demands, not just from the conservation community, but 
also from intergovernmental processes, national and local governments, 
financial institutions, the private sector, and indigenous and local 
communities. Throughout, I highlight areas where this multi-way interface 
between systematic science and conservation policy and practice could 
usefully be strengthened. 
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The phylogenomics of diversification on an island: applying Anchored Hybrid 
Enrichment to New Zealand Leptospermum scoparium (Myrtaceae) 

Buys M.H.1, Winkworth R.C.2, de Lange P.J.3, Wilson P.G.4, Mitchell N.5, Lemmon 
A.R.6, Moriarty Lemmon E.7, Holland S.7, Cherry J.R.6, Klápště J.8. 

1.National Forestry Herbarium, New Zealand 
2.Institute of Fundamental Sciences, Massey University, New Zealand 
3.Department of Environmental and Animal Sciences, UNITEC, New Zealand 
4.Royal Botanic Garden Sydney, Australia 
5.Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, University of Connecticut, 
USA 
6.Department of Scientific Computing, Florida State University, USA 
7.Department of Biological Science, Florida State University, USA 
8.Forest Genetics, New Zealand Forest Research Institute (Scion), New Zealand 

E-mail: matt.buys@scionresearch.com  

Leptospermum scoparium (Myrtaceae) is a morphologically highly variable 
species found in mainland Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand. In New 
Zealand up to six morphologically distinct varieties of this species have been 
described, although only two, namely L. scoparium var. scoparium and L. 
scoparium var. incanum are currently formally recognised. We provide an 
examination of genetic diversity in this culturally and commercially important 
species and share insights into its origins and evolution. We used Anchored 
Hybrid Enrichment to acquire sequence data from 485 orthologous low-copy 
nuclear loci for 27 New Zealand and three Australian accessions of L. 
scoparium as well as representatives of several other Australian 
Leptospermum species. The final concatenated data matrix contained 
421687 nucleotide positions of which 55102 were potentially informative. 
Despite the relative large data set our analyses suggest that a combination 
of low and incompatible data signal limits resolution of relationships among 
New Zealand populations of L. scoparium. Relationships within New Zealand 
L. scoparium appear to lie at the interface between phylogenetics and 
population genetics. We did not find clear genetic support for previously 
recognised morphologically defined intra-specific taxa. Instead our analyses 
are consistent with genetic diversity being geographically structured, with 
three groups of L. scoparium recovered. In New Zealand L. scoparium is 
being replanted for commercial and conservation endeavours. The 
replanting of individuals selected solely based on morphological criteria has 
the potential to greatly reduce genetic distinctiveness on both local and 
regional scales.  
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With approximately one million documented species, insects are the most 
speciose group of animals on Earth. The phylogenetic relationships of insects 
are key to understanding the evolution of life more generally. Despite 
significant advances in recent phylogenomic studies, the systematic positions 
of many major lineages remain contentious. We inferred the phylogeny of 
insects based on the published genomic and transcriptomic data. 
Phylogenomic analyses of filtered amino acid sequences of over 1400 
protein-coding genes with a site-heterogeneous mixture model (CAT-GTR in 
PhyloBayes) resulted in a statistically robust tree resolving controversial 
phylogenetic relationships. In contrast with a previous phylogenomic study 
based on the same data but with a site-homogeneous model, our novel 
phylogeny of insects is largely congruent with conventional morphology-
based phylogenies and the interpretations based on transitional fossils from 
the Mesozoic. In particular, the monophyly of Palaeoptera (Ephemeroptera + 
Odonata) is strongly supported, and Zoraptera (angel insects) is the basal-
most lineage within the monophyletic Polyneoptera, a group that comprises 
earwigs, stoneflies, grasshoppers, crickets, katydids, cockroaches and their 
allies. More importantly, consistent with what transitional fossils such as 
Permopsocida and Mesozoic stem-group fleas demonstrate, the monophyly 
of Acercaria (true bugs, thrips, bark lice and true lice) is strongly supported, 
with Psocodea being the basal-most lineage. Fleas (Siphonaptera) are 
nested within Mecoptera (scorpionflies), sister to the relictual Southern 
Hemisphere endemic family Nannochoristidae. The new phylogenomic study 
provides a reliable backbone phylogeny for better understanding 
evolutionary innovations among insects over about 400 million years. 
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The prevalence of correlated morphological characters using avian and 
squamate datasets 
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The presence of semi-autonomous, correlated pairs or suites of 
morphological characters due to selection or functional constraints on body 
plan has the potential to confound phylogenetic reconstruction. However, 
the presence of correlation and non-independence in morphological 
characters is rarely tested or accounted for. Here, a meta-analysis approach 
is taken to identify correlated character pairs in eleven avian and squamate 
morphological datasets under a maximum likelihood framework against 
molecular trees. We split the data into osteological and soft-tissue partitions 
and calculate the relative levels of correlation within and between these 
regions. We find evidence of character correlation in most datasets, an 
overall significant difference in correlation between partitions, and that these 
methods are sensitive to both the number of taxa in individual datasets and 
to tree shape. The presence and non-random distribution of character 
correlation and non-independence may need to be accounted for in future 
phylogenetic analyses of morphological data, especially model-based 
methods.  
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Phylogenomics resolves early events in bacterial evolution 
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A rooted tree of Bacteria is essential to reconstruct the early evolutionary 
history of life and the emergence of key geobiological interactions which 
affect us to this day. Many current ideas pertaining to the nature of bacterial 
evolution are informed by hypotheses of prokaryotic phylogeny. However, 
rooting the tree of Bacteria has proven difficult. Recent discoveries of a huge 
diversity of new uncultured phyla provide new data, but are often difficult to 
resolve within the bacterial tree, with the relationships between the major 
bacterial lineages still showing little resolution. We attempt to construct a 
rooted tree of Bacteria using probabilistic gene tree-species tree 
reconciliation methods. These hierarchical models integrate horizontal gene 
transfers (HGTs), gene duplications and gene losses into an overall model of 
genome evolution using amalgamated likelihood estimation, where patterns 
of gene family evolution contain information about the root of the tree. This 
rooting method also allows us to infer ancestral gene-content and 
reconstruct ancestral metabolisms for the internal nodes, including the last 
bacterial common ancestor, and to explore character-evolution and rates of 
HGT over time. This provides insights into early bacterial evolution and key 
major evolutionary transitions, such as the evolution of photosynthesis, the 
double-membrane and terrestrialisation. Preliminary results support a root 
position between two large and diverse clades; one encompassing the 
‘Terrabacteria’ and ‘Candidate Radiation Phyla’ superphyla, along with 
several other lineages, and another which comprises the Proteobacteria, 
PVC and FBC superphyla, and related lineages. These results tentatively 
support the early origin of both double-membranes and terrestrialisation.   
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Bootstrap proportion (BP) support remains a commonly used metric of the 
reliability of genome-scale phylogenetic analyses because sampling error 
decreases as the length of sequences increases resulting in trend where BP 
support approaches 100%. However, not all conflicting phylogenetic signal is 
due to sampling error; processes such as incomplete lineage sorting and 
horizontal gene transfer can result in valid alternative genetic histories.  
Despite this, with long-enough alignments, 100% BP can be achieved even if 
49% of the data supports an alternative topology. The heterogeneous nature 
of the underlying support for branches with 100% BP requires a novel 
approach and a change in our notion of "support".  
To address this, we suggest a likelihood decay support value. Based on the 
premise of Bremmer support, it is the difference in likelihoods of the optimal 
trees that do or do not include a given split. Likelihood decay represents a 
novel way to assess support which discriminates between different internal 
branches and is insensitive to alignment length. We demonstrate these 
properties with simulations and investigate the phylogenetic support in 
"solved" phylogenomic studies where 100% BP support has been obtained. 
The likelihood decay index has been implemented in "Machete", freely 
available at https://github.com/ChrisCreevey/machete. 
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Estimating divergence times with multiple fossil calibrations and a relaxed 
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Relaxed clock methods account for among-branch-rate-variation when 
estimating divergence times by inferring different rates for individual 
branches. This leads to an important inference problem, because the 
number of substitutions along a branch – the parameter directly inferred from 
molecular sequence data – is a product of the rate of molecular evolution 
and temporal duration of the branch. Inferring rates and times for individual 
branches therefore requires additional assumptions. Often, these assumptions 
are heavily dependent on the implementation of multiple fossil calibrations in 
a single phylogeny. Here, we show that the basis for these assumptions is 
often critically undermined. First, we highlight that the temporal distribution of 
the fossil record often violates key assumptions of methods that use multiple 
fossil calibrations with relaxed clocks. With respect to “node calibration” 
methods, this conclusion is based on our inference that different fossil 
calibrations are unlikely to reflect the relative ages of different clades. With 
respect to the fossilised-birth-death-process, this conclusion is based on our 
inference that the fossil recovery rate is highly heterogeneous. We then 
demonstrate explicitly that methods of divergence time estimation that use 
multiple fossil calibrations are highly sensitive to assumptions about the fossil 
record and among-branch-rate-variation. Given the problems associated 
with these assumptions, our results highlight that using multiple fossil 
calibrations with relaxed clocks often does little to improve the accuracy of 
divergence time estimates. 
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Islands and continents have had profound effects on how biodiversity is 
shaped. While evolutionary processes are predicted to follow different 
patterns in island and mainland radiations, the extent to which these 
geographical contexts influence evolutionary trajectories remains poorly 
understood. This is in part because few studies have focused on species-rich, 
highly dispersive groups, which can colonise continents and archipelagos 
over comparable timeframes. To address this knowledge gap, this talk will 
focus on Zosterops, a highly diverse, yet cryptic songbird genus. Focusing on 
taxa from Africa-Arabia and associated islands, including the archipelagos of 
the western Indian Ocean and Gulf of Guinea, a comprehensive multi-locus 
phylogeny for the region was generated and combined with trait data using 
various comparative methods. Although an early burst and slowdown 
pattern of lineage accumulation for this radiation was identified, supporting a 
previous study, this is coupled to apparent convergence on particular 
phenotypes. Notably, this phenotypic signal is shown to be strongly driven by 
mainland taxa, which is suggested to have been caused by niche 
divergence through repeated speciation between highland and lowland 
habitats, in which phenotypes appear to be highly constrained within 
particular environments. In contrast, island birds are generally not 
distinguishable from a random-walk model and have repeatedly expanded 
into novel areas of morphospace. It is suggested the different trajectory of 
evolution in insular Zosterops radiations arises from a lack of species 
competition, with an increase in ecological opportunity thereby providing a 
release to phenotypic constraints experienced by continental taxa. 
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conserving critical sites for plant diversity through the Tropical Important Plant 
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As many as one in five of the world’s plant species is threatened with 
extinction. These threats are particularly acute in the tropics where plant 
diversity is being lost at an alarming rate and existing protected area 
networks and national legislation often fail to protect key plant species and 
habitats. Efforts to halt this decline are hampered by a lack of suitable data 
for prioritising plant conservation efforts. The Tropical Important Plant Areas 
(TIPAs) programme was launched in 2015 with the aim to fill this critical 
knowledge gap and to enable countries to meet target 5 of the CBD’s 
Global Strategy for Plant Conservation, which states that at least 75% of the 
most important areas for plant diversity are conserved and effectively 
managed by 2020. TIPAs can be identified readily based on the presence of 
threatened species, threatened habitats and exceptional botanical richness. 
The resultant national TIPA networks will inform and promote conservation 
planning, sustainable management and protection of key plant resources in 
these countries. Examples of the TIPAs approach will be given from 
Mozambique, where TIPAs is driving a national Red Listing programme with a 
focus on endemic taxa, and from Guinea, where the network of 22 TIPAs is 
being used as a tool to guide future protected area expansion strategies. This 
work is under-pinned by alpha taxonomy and related collections-based 
research, and is being driven primarily by regionally-focussed plant 
taxonomists and field botanists. The talk will consider both the positives and 
the limitations of this cross-discipline approach and will promote the need for 
multi-disciplinary collaborations in science-based plant conservation efforts. 
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Conservation decisions at various levels have a natural requirement for 
named taxa and such taxonomy forms the basis of species-level 
conservation assessments. Nonetheless having a stable and usable taxonomy 
for any particular group of organisms is no enviable task. This inevitably 
requires an understanding of the phylogenetic context and genetic structure 
of both populations and higher taxa, in order to delimit evolutionary units that 
can also be distinguished morphologically in the field. In many groups such 
an understanding is hampered by biological phenomena that obscure the 
interpretation of morphological or phylogenetic results, such as recent 
radiations (including rampant incomplete lineage sorting), hybridization, or 
the existence of cryptic taxa. Here we provide examples whereby the 
phylogenetic and phylogenomic understanding of groups has or will be 
critical to inform conservation assessments and decision-making. In this vein, 
we attempt to summarise some of the newer genomic approaches (such as 
genome skimming, RAD-Seq and Hyb-Seq) that are being applied to 
phylogenetic problems, and how these types of data may clarify the 
phylogenetic relationships and conservation issues for particular groups of 
plants.  
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The evolutionary emergence of land plant body plans transformed the 
planet. However, our understanding of this formative episode is mired in the 
uncertainty associated with the phylogenetic relationships among 
bryophytes (hornworts, liverworts, and mosses) and tracheophytes (vascular 
plants). Here we attempt to clarify this problem by analysing a sizeable 
transcriptomic dataset with models that allow for compositional 
heterogeneity between sites. We find Zygnematophyceae as sister to land 
plants, but we obtain several distinct relationships between bryophytes and 
tracheophytes. Concatenated sequence analyses that can explicitly 
accommodate site-specific compositional heterogeneity give more support 
for a mosses-liverworts clade Setaphyta as the sister to all other land plants, 
and weak support for hornworts as the sister to all other land plants. We also 
find support for Bryophyte monophyly in gene concatenation analyses using 
models explicitly accommodating lineage-specific compositional 
heterogeneity and gene tree analyses. Finally, we show support for 
bryophyte monophyly using maximum-likelihood tests that compare the fit of 
each gene tree to proposed species trees and Bayesian supertree 
estimation. Of the 15 distinct rooted relationships for embryophytes, we reject 
all but three hypotheses, which differ only in the position of hornworts. We 
also find support for these results through the analysis of morphological data 
and also estimate the location of fossils given these extant taxa relationships. 
Our results imply that the ancestral embryophyte was more complex than has 
been envisaged based on topologies recognising liverworts as the sister 
lineage to all other embryophytes. This evolutionary picture requires many 
phenotypic character losses and transformations in the liverwort lineage, 
diminishes inconsistency between phylogeny and the fossil record, and 
prompts a re-evaluation of the phylogenetic affinity of early land plant fossils, 
the majority of which are considered stem tracheophytes. 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The relationships at the root of the animal tree have proven difficult to 
resolve, with the current debate focusing on whether sponges (phylum 
Porifera) or comb jellies (phylum Ctenophora) are the sister group of all other 
animals. The choice of evolutionary models seems to be at the core of the 
problem because Porifera tends to emerge as the sister group of all other 
animals (“Porifera-sister”) when site-specific amino acid differences are 
modelled whereas Ctenophora emerges as the sister group of all other 
animals (“Ctenophora-sister”) when they are ignored. We show that two key 
phylogenomic datasets that previously supported Ctenophora-sister display 
strong heterogeneity in amino acid composition across sites and taxa and 
that no routinely used evolutionary model can adequately describe both 
forms of heterogeneity. We show that data-recoding methods reduce 
compositional heterogeneity in these datasets and that models 
accommodating site-specific amino acid preferences can better describe 
the recoded datasets. Increased model adequacy is associated with 
significant topological changes in  support of Porifera-sister. Because 
adequate modeling of the evolutionary process that generated the data is 
fundamental to recovering an accurate phylogeny, our results strongly 
support sponges as the sister group of all other animals and provide further 
evidence that Ctenophora-sister represents a tree reconstruction artifact. 
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Cryptic species are a phenomenon, well documented across the phyla and 
biogeographic regions. Pairs of cryptic species often overlap their 
distributional ranges and even occupy the same habitat patches. Local co-
occurrence is an interesting ecological phenomenon, with important 
implications for the taxonomy. The co-occurrence of species and their 
response to interspecific competition can be explained with different models. 
These models range from purely neutral, in which co-occurring species are 
ecologically and competitively equivalent and their co-occurrences depend 
on stochastic demography, to niche based, where co-occurring species 
ecologically differ from each other, and thereby alleviate the interspecific 
competition. The latter models are based on ecological differences between 
the species. Some studies suggest that cryptic species recognize these 
between species differences, invisible to a human eye. If so, these ecological 
traits are biologically meaningful, and should be translated into key 
diagnostic characters. In this study, I explore whether co-occurring cryptic 
species unveil how they distinguish themselves from each other, and if this 
information could be used in integrative taxonomy. I review the models of 
co-occurrences and briefly discuss what laboratory and comparative tests 
should be applied to distinguish the models from each other. Additionally, I 
review some of the best studied cases of the co-occurring cryptic species, 
revise the biologically meaningful differences in their ecology, and overview 
the differences seemingly important for distinguishing different cryptic 
species. Finally, I explore how the possible differences linked with the 
functional-sensory ecology should be implemented into integrative 
taxonomy. 
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Recent analyses suggest that cross-species gene flow or introgression is 
common in nature,especially during species divergences. Genomic 
sequence data can be used to infer introgression events and to estimate the 
timing and intensity of introgression, providing an important means to 
advance our understanding of the role of gene flow in radiative speciations. 
We have implemented the multispecies-coalescent-with-introgression (MSci) 
model, an extension of the multispecies-coalescent (MSC) model to 
incorporate introgression, in our Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
program bpp. The MSci model accommodates deep coalescence (or 
incomplete lineage sorting) as well as introgression/hybridization and 
provides a natural framework for such inference. Both computer simulation 
and real data analysis suggest that hundreds or thousands of loci are 
needed to estimate the introgression proportion reliably. Re-analysis of 
datasets from the purple cone spruce confirms the hypothesis of hybrid 
speciation, but with no evidence for extinction of the parental species at the 
formation of the hybrid species. We estimated the intensity of introgression 
using the genomic sequence data from six mosquito species in the 
Anopheles gambiae species complex, which varies considerably across the 
genome, driven by differential selection against introgressed alleles. 
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Considerable taxonomic and phylogenetic research has focussed on the 
exceptional cichlid radiations of the African Great Lakes, which harbour the 
majority of cichlid diversity. Meanwhile, continental radiations have received 
far less attention than the lacustrine radiations, and many have yet to be 
examined in a phylogenetic framework. The tilapia cichlids, including genera 
Oreochromis, Sarotherdon, and Coptodon, are well known for their 
socioeconomic value as aquaculture and fisheries targets, but have been 
less frequently investigated from an evolutionary perspective.  
Here, we address the systematics and taxonomic status of the genus 
Oreochromis, using a comprehensive multi-marker molecular phylogeny to 
examine diversification and adaptation to varied environmental conditions, 
including elevated salinity and thermal tolerance. We also examine the 
phylogenetic informativeness of several phenotypic characters that have 
previously been used to classify sub-generic groups within Oreochromis, 
comparing morphological to molecular data. We show that the adaptation 
to elevated salinity and temperature has likely occurred multiple times within 
the genus 
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When the process of evolution changes over time, it can cause grief in our 
phylogenetic reconstructions.   Compositional heterogeneity over the tree is 
one example of this that is easy to see, but less easy to measure and to deal 
with. If we do not see compositional heterogeneity over the tree, then 
presumably we would be safe to use a tree-homogeneous model (which is 
what we generally do anyway). However, if we do see it, then using a 
homogeneous model would be a one-size-fits-all solution that may not work 
well. Having measured the compositional heterogeneity, we can ask --- How 
much is too much? We would like to be able to say whether we are safe to 
use a homogeneous model on the data, and there has been a recent 
attempt to answer this question in a phylogenomics context. Parallels can be 
drawn between compositional attraction and long branch attraction, and 
there are similar difficulties in determining whether we are safe from 
compositional effects and with determining whether we are safe from long 
branch attraction.   Disappointingly for phylogenomics, it is not amenable to 
a simple measurement, and the tree needs to be taken into account. Testing 
phylogenetic inference of morphology using evolutionary simulations  
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Phylogenies are vital to evolutionary biology, allowing us to draw inferences 
and explore patterns and processes of evolution. Sequence data is now the 
dominant source of phylogenetic information, but morphology remains vital 
as it allows us to include fossils - and thus a deep time perspective - in 
phylogenies. It also presents significant challenges: morphological evolution is 
poorly understood and phylogenetic inference for such data has traditionally 
used parsimony. A suite of recent simulation studies have assessed the 
relative performance of parsimony with likelihood-based approaches - 
primarily Bayesian analysis using the Mk-model. These have either used 
random or likelihood-based-markov models of character evolution to 
simulate stochastic state changes onto a fixed tree. They have resulted in 
numerous, sometimes contradictory, recommendations. Here we present two 
novel evolutionary models which derive characters and trees simultaneously - 
one operating at the level of individuals in a population that are selected, 
the other at the level of lineages with stochastic state changes. Here we 
compare simulated data using equal and implied weights parsimony and 
Bayesian Mki estimation in terms of precision and accuracy in light of data 
attributes and tree shapes. This is the first study to use evolutionary rather than 
character simulations to assess phylogenetic inference methods. We show 
that data simulation mode dictates the accuracy of phylogenetic estimation. 
To understand how all models compare to real morphological evolution, and 
how this occurs, is critical to improving phylogenetic estimation.  
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Thirty years after its proposal, the Ecdysozoa hypothesis is now well accepted 
among evolutionary biologists. This group unites eight phyla of protostome 
animals: Priapulida, Kinorhyncha, Loricifera (Scalidophora); Nematoda, 
Nematomorpha (Nematoida); Tardigrada, Onychophora and Euarthropoda 
(Panarthropoda). Together, these clades constitute the majority of extant 
Metazoa, either in terms of diversity and abundance. The timing of 
ecdysozoan divergences during the deep time is under debate, with 
previous molecular clock analyses recovering a broad Neoproterozoic 
window of ecdysozoan lineages origin and predating the appearance of 
their first unequivocal fossils (which are not identifiable until early Cambrian 
strata). In order to investigate the deep origin of this clade, we assembled a 
large phylogenomic dataset (up to 228 genes, 66 ecdysozoan and 14 
outgroup taxa) adding data from undersampled ecdysozoan taxa. We then 
applied Bayesian methods to infer first the phylogeny and then the 
divergence times of ecdysozoan lineages, using a set of 55 fossil calibrations 
and exploring different analytical conditions (e.g. the impact of different 
calibration strategies and different evolutionary rate models). Our results 
corroborate an Ediacaran origin of Ecdysozoa and many major constituent 
lineages (Scalidophora, Nematoida+Panarthropoda clade, Panarthropoda, 
Euarthropoda). Moreover, we found that Chelicerata, Mandibulata and 
Nematoida present posterior divergence times crossing the Ediacaran-
Cambr ian boundary , whereas Onychophora, Nematoda and 
Nematomorpha are Phanerozoic in age. Our findings support the growing 
palaeobiological consensus of an Ediacaran prelude of metazoan evolution.  
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Assembling 400 million years of the fish tree of life 
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Ray-finned fish account for over half of all living vertebrates: 36000 species 
occupying an astonishing range of habitats. This staggering modern diversity 
is organised into four clades, with 99% contained in just one group, the 
teleosts. The fossil record provides critical clues for understanding the 
runaway success of living ray-fins: the evolutionary roots of the group stretch 
back over half a billion years, meaning that living representatives only 
capture a tiny fraction of their history. A classical disconnect between the 
living and fossil fish records has led to difficulty in unravelling how modern ray-
fin lineages emerged from a ‘haze’ of inadequately known fossil groups. 
High-resolution CT scanning of exceptionally preserved fossils has provided a 
wealth of anatomical data that can be integrated with the extant ray-fin 
record. Incorporation of these data into combined morphological and 
phylogenetic analyses is providing novel insights into patterns of relationship 
and diversity across the fish tree of life. The resultant new hypotheses of 
relationships, in particular with regard to the earliest diverging ray-fin lineage, 
has major ramifications for crown and stem ray-fin membership. These results 
also rewrite our understanding of the age of key ray-fin radiations, and the 
effect of mass extinctions on the group. Integration of the living and fossil ray-
finned fish record represents the best means by which to understand how 
and why key innovations evolved, as well as to overcoming major obstacles 
to the diversity of research using ray-fins as study systems, which demand 
accurate genealogies and information about evolutionary timescales. 
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External morphological diversity and systematics of uropeltid snakes 
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Fossoriality holds a special place in debates about snake origins and early 
evolution. Although knowledge of especially non-caenophidian, extant 
burrowing snakes might inform these debates, these taxa generally remain 
poorly studied. Exemplifying this are the eight genera and approximately 60 
species of shield-tailed snakes (Uropeltidae), endemic to Sri Lanka and 
peninsular India. Understanding of uropeltid diversity and diversification has 
been hampered by a confusing taxonomy resulting partly from unclear 
documentation of (especially tail shield) morphology, lack of modern 
analysis, and inadequate integration of historical type material and recent 
specimens that typically have more precise locality data (and, in some 
cases, DNA sequence data).  
We examined external morphology of >1,300 uropeltid specimens, including 
all described species and most types. We generated meristic and 
morphometric data for head, body and tail features, and reassessed the 
homology of tail shield structures. Our phenotypic data have been assessed 
against the framework of a new molecular phylogeny. The new data provide 
a basis for resolving several long-standing taxonomic problems, leading to 
the stabilisation of a genus-level classification, the resurrection of species 
hidden in synonymy, and descriptions of new taxa.  
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Who cares about phylogenetic diversity? 

Grenyer R. 
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In an aside in his 1990 paper 'Taxonomy as destiny', Robert May asks as an 
aside “Could the WWF replace its panda logo with any one species of 
rodent?”. Most recent work on phylogenetic diversity has focused on its 
ability, or otherwise, to act as a proxy for general phenotypic diversity, or for 
a more specific set of traits related to important ecological functions. What 
has been largely ignored, and what I will present today, is whether 
phylogenetic diversity is a reasonable proxy for human interest in biodiversity. 
I argue that how real world conservation chooses to view phylogenetic 
diversity - as a primary target, as an incidental bonus to maximised where 
possible, or as an academic irrelevance - probably depends much more on 
its human salience than on its biological meaning. 
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The sand termite Psammotermes allocerus – one species or rather a number 
of cryptic species? 
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Within the sand termites of the genus Psammotermes only one species has 
been described for southern Africa: Psammotermes allocerus Silvestri 1908. 
However, within it’s wide geographical range in southern Africa, populations 
of P. allocerus show strong differences with regard to their foraging. Some are 
mainly wood consumers, other forage almost exclusively on grasses and 
some are causing the famous “fairy circles” due to their localized herbivory of 
grass roots. Our study of phylogenetic topologies based on Bayesian 
Inference and Maximum Parsimony trees generated by a combined COI and 
COII marker analysis propose a subdivision of P. allocerus into at least five 
cryptic species. Results of Haplotype and Barcode Gap analyses support this 
assumption. Additionally, with a second marker system, the Amplified 
Fragment Length Polymorphism method, we show that termite populations 
from different study sites with fairy circles are well separated from each other. 
Comparing these molecular results with morphological analyses on soldiers 
supports the differentiation of a Psammotermes allocerus complex into 
several cryptic species or even newly discovered and hitherto overlooked 
species.  
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Exploring the evolution of the lichenicolous lifestyle within the Ascomycota 
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Lichenicolous fungi are pathogens, saprotrophs or commensals which grow 
obligately on lichens. The lichenicolous habit has evolved many times, with 
species found in many families across the Ascomycota, the phylum to which 
the majority of lichenicolous fungi belong. They are, however, often missing 
from the general consciousness of fungal strategies, and so provide a novel 
avenue of phylogenetic research regarding fungal diversity and evolution. In 
this study, a range of lichenicolous fungi from various localities and lichen 
hosts have been sequenced, including new species, and molecular data 
from previously sequenced lichenicolous species have been collated from 
literature. Species were placed in a broad, multilocus phylogeny of the 
Ascomycota, alongside diverse taxa such as endolichenic, mycoparasitic 
and rock-inhabiting fungi. An ancestral state reconstruction was performed 
to show how a lichenicolous perspective influences the big picture of fungal 
evolution within the Ascomycota. 
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A Sessile Early Cambrian Lobopodian and the Phylogeny of Cambrian 
Ecdysozoa 
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Cambrian lobopodians are a group of ecdysozoans that reveal the early 
ancestry of the modern panarthropod l ineages (Euarthropoda, 
Onychophora, Tardigrada). Most Cambrian lobopodians were relatively 
simple and expressed paired ventro-lateral appendages of limited variation 
(typically simple walking legs). However, one group, the luolishaniids, 
possessed highly specialised appendages that have been associated with 
suspension feeding. In this study we document new fossil material of the 
enigmatic worm Facivermis yunnanicus Hou & Chen, 1989 from the ~518 
million year old Chengjiang Biota of south-western China, and hypothesise 
that it was a sessile luolishaniid. We document new morphological characters 
using elemental mapping techniques, including a characteristically 
lobopodian head with paired eyespots. Phylogenetic analyses using varied 
probabilistic methods all resolve Facivermis yunnanicus within the luolishaniid 
grouping, the trees indicating that this species was highly modified from the 
ancestral luolishaniid. Facivermis yunnanicus is characterised by loss of the 
posterior walking legs and dorsal armour exhibited by close relatives, but 
retained the elongate spiny appendages associated with suspension 
feeding. This results in a unique secondarily worm-like body-plan, with a stout 
anchoring posterior. We interpret these adaptations as consistent with a 
sessile mode of life, or at least one of reduced motility. Facivermis yunnanicus 
greatly expands the known ecomorphological range of total group 
Onychophora, and exemplifies the diversity of soft-bodied panarthropods in 
Cambrian oceans. 
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The beauty of the dead: behind the seen opportunities for the conservation of 
butterflies  
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Although butterflies are charismatic insects, engaging public interest and are 
used as flagship for conservation in many developed European nations, their 
full potential has not been quantified in other regions of the world due to the 
scarce information available in species distributions. Most butterfly-species 
rich nations are not yet fully documented, lacking from critical information 
such as national checklists, redlists and studies in endemism. Consequently, 
butterflies are little-used for conservation programmes and bioeconomies. 
Whilst most funding programmes are prioritising innovative research to 
mitigate threats for humans and the planet, research to fill up gaps in 
knowledge using core disciplines such as Systematics remains undervalued 
and underfunded as a result. Likewise, building capacity to exploit critical 
information locked away in museum collections is also often belittled in 
conservation practise. I am aiming to present some practical examples of the 
impact of collections data in conservation research using butterflies as an 
example. 
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What to conserve? The role of systematics in conservation 
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The effective implementation, monitoring and assessment of conservation 
and management strategies requires a clearly defined target entity. Species 
are the most common focus for conservation practitioners. Thus, information 
provided by systematists on the delineation of species, and/or other units of 
conservation, and the relationships between them is integral to conservation 
programmes. However, separating biological diversity into easily defined 
discrete units suitable for management and conservation typically runs 
counter to biological reality. Speciation is not instantaneous but rather the 
result of complex, ongoing and often protracted processes and ensuring the 
diversity present is incorporated into management is rarely straightforward. In 
some instances, distinct ecological or genetic units may require recognition 
within species, which can influence actions, such as conservation 
translocations and prioritization of resources. Yet, it also creates complexities 
and ambiguities, which systematists need to clearly convey to conservation 
practitioners. Unfortunately, the already complex process of species 
delimitation is often further complicated by the application of differing 
species concepts and/or ways of diagnosing species. This inconsistency 
creates confusion and can hamper conservation, potentially reducing the 
integration of this information into conservation programmes.  A concerted 
effort is needed to introduce consistency into how species or units are 
diagnosed and conveyed to conservation practitioners to better enable the 
integration this information across the range of taxa for which conservation 
programmes are required. Systematists need to work closely with 
conservation practitioners to help facilitate the integration of relevant data, 
in the context of the many other, often conflicting considerations associated 
with developing conservation programmes. 
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Georeferenced herbarium material for IUCN Red List Assessments 
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The Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC) includes 16 targets 
intended to help reduce the loss of biodiversity. Target number two aims to 
assess the conservation status of all known plant species by 2020. IUCN Red 
List Assessments are the most acknowledged ways of doing this, as they 
evaluate species risk of extinction. Of the five main criteria which can be 
used, criterion B is very often chosen, as it assesses the species based on its 
geographical range. Among the most commonly accessible sources of 
information for plants, and for distribution data in particular, are databases of 
herbarium records. Databases of georeferenced herbarium collections are 
fantastic assets, as they combine efforts of many people over a long period 
of time. Although being of great importance, the tasks of databasing and 
georeferencing these specimens are often underappreciated. Examples will 
be given on how the accuracy and precision of this work can influence IUCN 
Red List Assessments. 
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Complex  
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Molecular genetic discrimination and phylogenetic patterns among 
mosquito species have largely relied on analyses of mitochondrial DNA 
variation, particularly of the COI “barcodes”. The Australasian Anopheles 
annulipes complex comprises more than 20 putative species, based on COI 
barcoding analysis, making it the most speciose of all known Anopheles 
complexes and an excellent model taxon for testing hypotheses about 
evolution and ecology. These species, several of which are implicated as 
vectors of malaria or viruses such as rabbit myxomatosis, have adapted to a 
wide range of ecosystems. We used light-coverage whole genome  Illumina 
Nova-Seq sequencing data from representative individuals of known origin of 
all known putative species of the of the Anopheles annulipes complex to 
reconstruct the phylogeny of the group, including non-Australasian 
outgroups. We integrated data on biogeographic, phenotypic, behavioural, 
and biomedical history of the Complex in order to study its evolution. We 
discuss the implications of our results within past, current, and future 
biogeographic and ecological patterns and provide examples of the 
evolutionary and functional insights that were inferred from the whole-
genome approach. Our results provide diagnostic tools for distinguishing 
species within the Annulipes Complex and suggest morphological and 
behavioural characters that may be diagnostic for some species. Our results 
will substantially assist species-level ecological and disease transmission 
studies of the Annulipes Complex. 
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An MCMC-like sampling algorithm for parsimony tree estimation using 
discrete morphological data 
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Morphology is a crucial source of phylogenetic information, not least for 
resolving the affinities of fossils. Traditionally, parsimony-based methods have 
been used to estimate tree topology from morphological data. Yet recent 
simulation studies suggest Bayesian inference is more accurate at estimating 
true topology. A key difference between these methods is the way in which 
tree space is searched. Parsimony methods traditionally employ simple hill-
climbing algorithms that sample only optimal trees. In contrast, Bayesian 
inference utilises a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, which 
sample a stationary distribution of probable trees. Here, we present a 
parsimony MCMC-like tree search algorithm, designed to sample a stationary 
distribution of parsimonious trees based on tree length. When applied to 
simulated data, MCMC-like parsimony is more accurate than traditional 
parsimony analyses and performs similarly to Bayesian inference. These results 
suggest sampling strategy, rather than optimisation criterion, is the major 
factor contributing to the differences in accuracy between parsimony and 
Bayesian inference.       
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With over 3,700 species, snakes are the most successful clade of legless 
lizards. Comparatively little is known about their origins, with ongoing 
uncertainty about their closest living relatives, the drivers behind their limb 
loss, and their relationship to mosasaurs. Much of the difficulty in answering 
these questions results from the low fossilisation potential of their craniodental 
skeleton and the high levels of homoplasy encountered in their vertebrae. As 
a result, some of the oldest fossils are difficult to place phylogenetically, with 
previous studies recovering conflicting results. Here, we combine molecular 
data for 52 genes across 169 squamate species with conservative fossil 
calibrations to derive an evolutionary timescale for snakes. We test different 
modelling and calibration approaches, revealing the significant effect that 
uncertainty in the fossil record has on molecular clock estimations. Using 
conservative calibrations, we suggest the possibility of a post-K-Pg radiation 
of Afrophidia: the clade containing ~90% of extant snake species. The 
morphological disparity of vertebrae increases gradually from the mid-
Cretaceous onwards, especially highlighting the increased marine 
specialisation of Palaeophiidae in the Paleocene and Eocene. We also 
recover the effects of the Grande Coupure on snakes, with a marked 
decrease in disparity from the Eocene to the Oligocene, and diversification 
of modern clades in the late Oligocene to Miocene. Our results highlight the 
importance of robust interpretations of fossils, and the effect of uncertainty 
concerning the phylogenetic placement of fossils on testing the impact of 
mass extinctions on clades. 
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The palm subfamily Calamoideae contains 17 genera and 650 species, 
accounting for one quarter of all palm species. Calamoid genera are spread 
across the tropics of the world. They dominate ecosystems and are of high 
economic importance in Asia, Africa, and the Americas. The largest existing 
phylogenetic study of Calamoideae was based on 43 species and two 
genetic markers. It yielded a general understanding of evolutionary 
relationships in the subfamily and resulted in the sinking of five genera to 
resolve the paraphyly of Calamus, the most species-rich palm genus. 
However, deep evolutionary relationships in Calamoideae remain poorly 
understood. Here, we used targeted sequence capture to sequence 976 
genes, from which we generated the most comprehensive and highly 
resolved calamoid phylogeny to date, providing a framework for future 
studies of calamoid palms. Based on available taxonomic treatments and 
expert advice, 117 species were selected to represent all currently and 
formerly recognised genera, as well as formally and informally described 
subgenera and sections. With this unprecedented dataset, we have 
systematically tested the monophyly of all calamoid genera and established 
the relationships among them, gaining a comprehensive understanding of 
phylogenetic support and conflict within the underpinning data. This work 
forms part of an ongoing agenda of the Palm Phylogeny Working Group to 
construct a complete species-level phylogeny of palms using target 
sequence capture data.  
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Species delimitation challenges in  Gegeneophis, the elusive wormy 
caecilians of India’s Western and Eastern Ghats 
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Gegeneophis  is a genus of typically small, thin, and timid wormy caecilian 
amphibians found in the Western Ghats (a caecilian hotspot) and some parts 
of the Eastern Ghats of peninsular India. Gegeneophis  has recently been 
elevated to the most speciose caecilian genus in South Asia thanks to a series 
of discoveries from various regions, mostly point localities, and based on 
relatively few specimens. As the number of species has increased, the high 
morphological similarity among the species and relatively small number of 
traditional taxonomic characters has made systematic studies of the group 
very challenging. New characters and/or larger samples are needed to 
advance the taxonomy of the group, but new approaches can also help. I 
will review the background of the historical and recent discoveries, the 
current understanding and gaps in knowledge of Gegeneophis diversity 
(including evidence for likely additional undescribed species), and discuss 
challenges and opportunities for the advancement of the taxonomy of this 
genus. 
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Where available models are inadequate misleading approximations of 
underlying evolutionary processes then probabilistic, model-based molecular 
phylogenetic methods (Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian inference) can fail to 
recover the correct tree and may instead provide strong support for the wrong 
tree. Large-scale phylogenomic studies often address cases in which 
evolutionary signal is eroded to the extent that it is difficult to distinguish from 
confounding noise, and because of the large amounts of sequence data used 
also run a greater risk of being substantially misled by systematic biases. 
PhyQuart, is a recently introduced method for evaluating the three possible 
binary trees for any quartet of taxa. PhyQuart scores combines elements of 
Maximum Likelihood estimation with the Hennigian logic and discrimination 
between apomorphic and plesiomorphic homology together with a correction 
for branch length asymmetries, PhyQuart can outperform Maximum Likelihood 
in terms of finding the correct quartet tree for simulated data even when model 
specification is minimal. PhyQuart mapping, is a way of using aggregate 
PhyQuart scores to investigate relationships among four predefined clans to 
evaluate internal branches in phylogenetic trees. PhyQuart scores and PhyQuart 
mapping are explained illustrated with simulations and empirical examples. 
Where Maximum Likelihood is mislead by long branch attraction, PhyQuart 
mapping highlights conflicting signal in the data.  This work is in collaboration 
with Mark Wilkinson, Peter Foster, Christian Groß and Wolfgang Wägele. 
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Systematics is crucial for understanding evolutionary patterns across the tree 
of life. Many taxa possess conserved traits that constrain their ability to 
respond to rapid environmental change, especially in dispersal-limited, 
desiccation-prone ectotherms such as amphibians. Cryptic diversity 
continues to be reported in a variety of taxa, and may provide insight into 
adaptive potential. Sooglossid frogs (Anura: Sooglossidae) are endemic to 
the granitic inner islands of the Seychelles Archipelago where multiple 
species occur on the three largest islands of Mahé, Praslin, and Silhouette. 
The most widely distributed taxon (Sooglossus sechellensis) is found on all 
three islands, one of which—Praslin—is lower in elevation, warmer, and dryer, 
thereby presenting a rare opportunity to study closely related taxa that 
seemingly persist under different environmental conditions. We reconstructed 
a multigene sooglossid phylogeny and show that reciprocal monophyly and 
geographically distinct haplotypes support eight island-specific sooglossid 
lineages. Furthermore, bioacoustic, phenotypic, and genetic data show that 
S. sechellensis from Praslin occupy a unique elevational distribution in warmer 
and drier habitats than their conspecifics, are larger, and display unexpected 
levels of nuDNA divergence. Based on the framework provided by our 
phylogenetic reconstruction, our findings suggest that S. sechellensis from 
Praslin are either (i) representative of a rare adaptive event in the 
evolutionary history of sooglossids or (ii) highly vulnerable to extinction. This 
system has great potential to inform amphibian conservation, global change 
biology, and the impact of anthropogenic climate change on dispersal-
limited tropical vertebrates. 
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Distinctive phylogenetic and biogeographic patterns in woody plant clades 
endemic to different major biomes in the Neotropics underlie future 
challenges that taxonomists will face there. Woody plant species endemic to 
the dry, succulent-dominated formations of the seasonally dry tropical forest 
(SDTF) biome often include undetected or overlooked geographically 
localized phenotypic variants. Molecular phylogenetic analyses resolve these 
seemingly trivial phenotypic variants as coalesced conspecific samples (i.e., 
monophyletic) subtended by stem clades associated with age estimates that 
are millions of years old. This finding of coalescent and allopatric clades 
results from the analysis of multiple conspecific DNA accessions and leads to 
the detection of previously overlooked, cryptic STDF species. Upon re-
inspection, these trivial phenotypic variants, which are often geographically 
structured among populations of widely ranging species, often warrant 
ranking at the species level, which underscores the high endemism of the 
succulent biome and the urgency of its conservation. The contrasting 
morphological and genetic patterns in these SDTF species suggest a 
dislocation between rates of morphological and molecular change, which 
may reflect long-term stability of ecological conditions causing ecological 
stasis. In contrast, conspecific samples of plant species in tropical rain forests 
that are morphologically well-defined often do not coalesce (i.e., they are 
not monophyletic), which reflects large effective population sizes maintained 
over huge areas by effective seed and pollen flow, and/or recency of 
evolution. The extent of non-monophyly in tropical rain forest species may 
represent a challenge for taxonomy and single-species studies of evolution 
and phylogeography. 
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Chelicerates are a diverse group of arthropods, represented by such forms as 
predatory spiders and scorpions, parasitic ticks, humic detritivores, and 
marine sea spiders (pycnogonids) and horseshoe crabs. Conflicting 
phylogenetic relationships have been proposed for chelicerates based on 
both morphological and molecular data, the latter usually not recovering 
arachnids as a clade and instead finding horseshoe crabs nested inside 
terrestrial Arachnida. Here, using genomic-scale datasets and analyses 
optimised for countering systematic error, we find strong support for 
monophyletic Acari (ticks and mites), which when considered as a single 
group represent the most biodiverse chelicerate lineage. In addition, our 
analysis recovers marine forms (sea spiders and horseshoe crabs) as the 
successive sister groups of a monophyletic lineage of terrestrial arachnids, 
suggesting a single colonisation of land within Chelicerata and the absence 
of wholly secondarily marine arachnid orders.  
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Neospartoneae is a small tribe in Verbenaceae, native to temperate South 
America and comprising seven species in three genera: Diostea, Lampayo 
and Neosparton. Diostea and Neosparton share an ephedroid habit and the 
presence of a staminode. Diostea and Lampayo share a schizocarpous fruit 
and bilobed stigma. Previous chloroplast DNA phylogenetic studies first 
identified Neospartoneae as a clade. However, evolutionary relationships 
within Neospartoneae remain unclear. In this study, multiple loci from the 
chloroplast and nuclear genomes were used to reconstruct phylogeny with 
almost complete taxon sampling. Maximum likelihood and Bayesian analyses 
were conducted using single-locus and concatenated datasets to generate 
gene trees. A species tree was reconstructed by Bayesian multispecies 
coalescent analyses. The generic relationships are well resolved and confirm 
the monophyly of the Neospartoneae and each genus. The topologies show 
that Neosparton is sister to a clade comprised of Diostea and Lampayo. This 
study presents a first species-level phylogeny of Neospartoneae and provides 
insight to character evolution of this tribe.  A bilobed stigma is a 
synapomorphy for Diostea and Lampayo.  The presence of a staminode 
shared by Diostea and Neosparton, and dry schizocarpous fruits shared by 
Diostea and Lampayo, are inferred to be plesiomorphic traits in 
Neospartoneae and not indicative of close relationship.  The ephedroid habit 
and curved corolla tubes shared by Diostea and Neosparton may have 
evolved in the common ancestor of Neospartoneae and subsequently 
reversed in the ancestor of Lampayo, or have evolved in parallel in the two 
genera. 
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Stable taxonomy and up to date curation amplify the conservation potential 
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In linking systematics with conservation, a broad spectrum of uses of 
specimen-based data has been considered. However, regardless of the field 
of study, robust and stable taxonomy is critical to underpin any sample.  
The argument presented here is that the single most important contribution of 
systematics to conservation are well maintained natural history collections 
with specimens regularly curated and named by specialists. To this end we 
consider the importance of such studies to large scale species extinction risk 
assessment surveys (IUCN Red-Listing). We compare entries in a monographic 
database in 2007 and 2017 and evaluate the reliability of a key metric 
underpinning most species risk evaluations in light of improved systematic 
understanding over this period. We consider different types of changes that 
high-quality curation and taxonomy make to the database and find that with 
increased taxonomic certainty, more species transitioned to lower risk 
categories and species previously data deficient (DD) transitioned to 
threatened categories more often than to not threatened. We found that 
more species risk category changes resulted from specimens previously 
misidentified or lacking georeferences than from taxonomic change 
(‘lumping and splitting’).  
We conclude that without stable taxonomy based on robust systematic 
studies, we cannot hope to accurately document the impacts of global 
change on humans and nature using any specimen-based approach. Unless 
specimen databases are updated as physical collections change and 
knowledge is accrued, utility is rapidly eroded but once externally funded 
digitization projects end, such updates are often unaffordable.  
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When old meets new: molecular systematics of New Guinean 
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Museum specimens are an invaluable resource for understanding many 
aspects of biology, including but not limited to, biodiversity, evolution, 
ecology and conservation. Many global regions, especially in the tropics, 
lack recent exploration, and, consequently, samples that can be used for 
genetic studies due to the way that museum specimens are preserved 
(formalin fixed), and many species are only represented by old museum 
specimens. Recently, modern genetic techniques have been used to 
sequence museum specimens, allowing for previously unanswered questions 
to be addressed. The island of New Guinea is one of the most poorly studied 
regions of the world, despite being home to one of the largest rainforests 
globally and home to countless undescribed species. There are numerous 
New Guinean species for which museum specimens were collected only 
during the 19th and early 20th centuries. We will discuss the usefulness of 
different DNA-extraction methods―including extraction from proteinase K 
and guanidinium thiocyanate―in three different New Guinea snake 
systematics projects from specimens with differing preservation histories. The 
efficacy of different extraction methods will be discussed as well as the utility 
of ultraconserved elements for addressing different systematics questions.  
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Asian horned frogs (genus Megophrys) are typically forest floor dwelling hill 
stream breeding frogs ranging from the southern Himalayas, to eastern China 
and south to Indonesia. Megophrys was long thought to contain only a few 
widely distributed species, e.g., M. parva ranging from Nepal to northern 
Vietnam and Peninsular Thailand, and M. major from northeast India to 
southeastern China and southern Vietnam. Since 2017, research utilising 
molecular phylogenetic techniques and moderately dense sampling across 
the geographic range of the genus highlighted very high numbers of 
potential species-level cryptic diversity within the genus, and particularly 
within these two widely distributed “species”. 
Here, I will focus on our taxonomic and systematic research on the 
Megophrys parva and M. major species complexes from northeastern India 
and surrounding regions. Using a combination of morphological and 
molecular analyses, and the examination of type material, historical literature 
and overlooked museum records, we unravelled a tangled web of 
taxonomic and nomenclatural confusion, and general widespread 
misidentifications of these species in literature. Through the redescription of 
the species’ type specimens and recently collected material from the type 
localities and surrounding regions, Megophrys “parva” reported from India 
was found to represent at least seven species, none of which are M. parva 
sensu stricto. Similarly, Megophrys “major” from the same region represented 
at least five distinct species, with M. major sensu stricto being found to be 
endemic to India. This is a significant step towards the taxonomic assessment 
of many further potential species-level taxa from throughout Southeast Asia. 
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Prokaryotic life is incredibly diverse and inhabits a wide range of different 
environments from arctic ice-sheets to underwater volcanoes. What is it 
about the genomes of these organisms that allow them to thrive in such a 
broad, and occasionally extreme, range of conditions? Here, we introduce a 
phylogenetic relevance vector machine (PhyRVM), which combines 
traditional phylogenetic regression with automatic relevance determination. 
We show that PhyRVM accurately predicts the optimal growth temperature 
of bacterial and archaeal species to within 4. Fitting the model to ~5000 
prokaryotic genomes indicates that amino acid compositions, as well as 
certain dinucleotide combinations, are the most important features for 
determining optimal growth temperature. We also predict optimal growth 
temperatures for uncultivated species as well as consider the implications for 
inferring extinct ancestral species temperature preferences. Our results also 
demonstrate systematic biases in experimentally reported optimal growth 
temperatures. PhyRVM might also be of use in other settings where 
observational data are used to predict biological parameters of interest.  
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Early high disparity and rates in the evolution of ichthyosaurs 
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Ichthyosaurs were a diverse clade of Mesozoic marine tetrapods; however, 
the evolution of the group has been understudied. Previous work shows an 
evolutionary bottleneck across the Triassic–Jurassic boundary, but this only 
incorporated a subset of taxa. Here we generate and utilise a morphological 
cladistic data set coded to species level to present a phylogeny and 
macroevolutionary analysis of ichthyosaurs. We used an established disparity 
workflow and explored evolutionary rates of discrete characters using 
Claddis and continuous characters using BayesTraits. Reduction of disparity 
across the TJ boundary is less than previously thought, followed by a long-
term decrease. Post-Triassic ichthyosaurs notably occupy different 
morphospace to Triassic ichthyosaurs, supporting a substantial turnover; 
however, resolution and preservation is insufficient to be certain on the timing 
and length of this. Magnitude of early high disparity is dependent on 
resolution but is accompanied by high initial rates of evolution in discrete 
characters and in body and skull size predominantly in the Early–Middle 
Triassic; these trends are agnostic of the time-scaling used. Our results 
evidence rapid shifts in morphology associated with changes in ecology 
followed by relative stasis as taxa specialise within their niches. They also build 
the framework for future investigation of the marine incursion of a major 
tetrapod clade. 
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A fundamental problem in defining biomes for conservation planning is that 
we lack distribution data for all species in all places. This is known as the data 
void in species distributions. For the majority of world surface, the best data 
we have for plant distributions comes from expert-identified, georeferenced 
herbarium specimens. Species Distribution Models (SDMs) allow us to 
extrapolate from these presence points to build a hypotheses of species’ 
distributions. SDMs are attractive as they allow us to fill the data void and 
define biomes for conservation planning even in areas with poor data 
coverage. We test the ability of SDMs to resolve patterns of biome 
distributions across northeast Brazil against an independent dataset of >1000 
checklists of woody plants. We find SDMs are able to resolve the region’s 4 
major biomes, but their predicted distributions differ significantly from that 
shown by independent data. This has significant implications for the use of 
SDMs in defining conservation units for conservation planning. Finally, we use 
predictive SDMs that for the first time take into account the effect of 
increased CO2 on plant water economics to investigate the impact of global 
change upon the distribution of northeast Brazilian biomes. Despite the 
predicted aridification of the area, we predict an expansion of wet forests 
and savanna into dry forest areas. This has worrying implications for the 
conservation of Brazilian dry forests and their endemic flora.A new 
computational method to detect the phenomenon of the hidden break in 
28S rRNA reveals its evolutionary distribution 
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Taxonomic monographs, based on the world’s natural history collections, 
have the potential to make a unique contribution to understanding global 
biodiversity. However, such studies, now rare, are considered too daunting to 
undertake within a realistic timeframe especially as the world’s collections 
have doubled in size in recent times. Here, we report a global-scale 
monographic study of morning glories (Ipomoea) that integrated DNA 
barcodes, high-throughput sequencing and the study of herbarium 
specimens. Our integrated approach overhauled the taxonomy of this 
megadiverse group, described many new species and identified an eight-
fold increase in the species diversification rate across Central and South 
America.  Crucially, we show that 47 species of Ipomoea with storage roots, 
including sweet potato, evolved independently in pre-human times, 
challenging the prevailing paradigm that this globally important crop is a 
product of human domestication. This study demonstrates the potential of 
the world’s natural history collections to contribute to the global challenges 
of the Anthropocene.  
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The eukaryotic ribosome is formed of a number of proteins and four structural 
ribosomal RNAs - 5S, 5.8S, 18S and 28S. The last three of these are transcribed 
as a single molecule separated by Internal Transcribed Sequences, which are 
spliced out. In some species, the 28S rRNA undergoes an extra split during 
post-transcriptional processing, foming 28Sα and 28Sβ. This phenomenon is 
known as the 'hidden break' and has to date always been investigated via 
electrophoresis. In species with the hidden break, 28Sα and 28Sβ migrate as a 
single band along with the equally-sized 18S rRNA. Our new computational 
approach for identifying the hidden break is based on the expectation that 
RNA-Seq reads mapping to the region of the spliced region will be extremely 
rare (derived only from molecules that have not yet been processed). 
Analysing 51 species from 27 metazoan phyla revealed that the hidden 
break is a rarely lost protostome-specific feature, and can be regarded as an 
evolving ITS3. It was found in 16 out of 18 examined protostome phyla, and in 
none of the deuterostome and non-bilaterian phyla. A further investigation of 
hidden break occurences across all eukaryotes (currently in progress) will 
provide a better resolution of its evolutionary origins and reveal events of 
convergent evolution and non-homologous breaks.  
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Restriction-site Associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) is a powerful method, 
providing hundreds of thousands of informative loci to infer population and 
species-level relationships. However, the de novo assembly of RAD-seq data 
carries the risk of introducing assembly error by either under- or overmerging 
of reads when assembling genomic loci. This assembly error might materialize 
itself in the inference of erroneous, but highly supported relationships. 
Assembly parameters are specific to any lineage of interest and careful 
exploration of parameter space is crucial. Here we adapt a parameter 
optimization method for phylogenetic-scale data by iterating over core 
parameters governing clustering behavior in the ipyrad pipeline. We plot 
assembly matrices to identify under- and overmerging and develop 
strategies for minimizing assembly error.  
We test the proposed strategy on 101 samples of Hawaiian Melicope, one of 
the major adaptive radiations of the Hawaiian Islands comprising 54 endemic 
species. The lineage is monophyletic with an estimated crown age predating 
the rise of the current high islands making it one of few lineages to prevail 
during the low volcanic activity bottleneck. Phylogenetic inference based on 
Sanger sequencing was not sufficient to resolve relationships due to repeated 
rapid adaptive radiation. We successfully applied parameter optimization in 
a representative subset of samples of Hawaiian Melicope. The optimal 
parameter fully resolved relationships within the entire lineage. The group is 
divided into five main clades, of which only two correspond to current 
morphological infrageneric groups. Employing the ABBA-BABA test we 
provide evidence for both ancestral and current hybridization events.  
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The history of life on Earth contains major evolutionary transitions, the 
emergence of new features that dramatically changed the biology of 
organisms and the planet. A robust phylogenetic framework is essential to 
understand the genomic basis of these events. Using extensive genome 
comparisons we infer the gene complement of the genomes of the 
ancestors of major groups or organisms, such as animals or plants. These 
analyses uncover an unprecedented increase in the extent of genomic 
novelty during the origin of the Animal Kingdom and land plants, and identify 
new genes essential to their biology. We also show how gene loss has shaped 
the genomes of animals after their emergence. Together, these results shed 
new light on the role that the dynamic nature of genomes played during 
these transitions.  
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Estimating effective population size, given a coalescent tree reconstructed 
from sequences that are longitudinally sampled from that population, is an 
important and ubiquitous problem. Here the population represents individuals 
in a population, and the coalescent and sample times delineate the 
branches and tips of the reconstructed tree, respectively. Popular skyline 
estimators use these coalescent times to infer population size, but presume 
that, realistically, sample times are predetermined and uninformative. We 
question this assumption, and formulate a new skyline method, termed the 
epoch sampling skyline, to rigorously incorporate sample time information. 
Our method uses an epochal sampling model in which the longitudinal 
sampling rate has a piecewise-constant, proportional dependence on 
population size. We prove that this skyline more than doubles the information 
available from standard estimators, while still accounting for practical 
sampling schemes. These include realistic size-biased (sample counts are 
proportional to the population size) and constant-rate (fixed numbers of 
samples are collected periodically) protocols. Further, we show that sampling 
rates and population sizes can be jointly estimated, and that our population 
size estimates are markedly improved in periods where standard skyline 
methods are biased by long coalescent branches. We benchmark our skyline 
against existing approaches using simulated and empirical datasets, 
including seasonal influenza A H3N2 data and ancient steppe bison data. 
Furthermore, we provide efficient Bayesian (BEAST) and maximum-likelihood 
implementations. We conclude that ignoring the sampling process disregards 
a rich source of information, which could become increasingly important as 
disease surveillance and ancient DNA sampling improves.  
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Gaining a holistic view of evolutionary history is contingent on accurate 
estimates of the relationships among taxa. The majority of organisms that 
have ever lived are extinct, and so inferring evolutionary patterns and 
processes from extant taxa alone necessitates extrapolation over long 
timescales.  Incorporation of extinct diversity improves our understanding of 
evolutionary patterns and processes including ancestral character states, 
historical biogeography and diversification dynamics. However, the role of 
fossils in inferring the tree of life itself remains controversial.  Since the middle 
of the 20th Century, fossils have either been maligned for their incompleteness 
or championed for their possession of unique character combinations that 
bridge the gaps between otherwise disparate groups of living organisms. 
From the 1980s onwards, empirical studies have accumulated for focal 
groups of organisms that have concluded that fossils can overturn 
hypotheses established from the morphology of extant taxa and/or recover 
topologies more congruent with those inferred from molecular sequences. In 
contrast however, analyses that have systematically assessed the impact of 
extinct taxa have concluded that they do not behave differently to extant 
taxa, and that their perceived impact may be a consequence of improved 
taxon sampling. We have developed a series of taxon exclusion experiments 
to quantify the impact of fossil taxa in empirical matrices.  Fossils have greater 
topological impact than extant taxa and their inclusion results in the 
exploration of distinct regions of treespace. We test possible determinants of 
the impact of individual terminals and find that the possession of distinct 
character state combinations is the primary driver of topological change. 
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Phylogenetic diversity (PD) is based on the idea that species are not equal 
regarding their evolutionary histories. So, organisms distantly related harbor 
more features produced in the course of evolution than near ones. This 
makes that in prioritization scheme, all else being equal, the set with more 
distantly related organisms should be selected. Three major notions are often 
implicit or explicit in the justifications of PD for biodiversity conservation: (i) it 
reflects option values, i.e., the possibility to have the right feature at the right 
moment to solve expected and unexpected human needs; (ii) it allows 
articulation of global, regional and local strategies of conservation; (iii) it 
provides an inference of evolutionary potential (EP), i.e., of the possibility of 
life to recover and diversify from the set of features created by evolution. 
While there are evidences for validating (i) and (ii), the links between PD and 
EP largely remain to be explored. This is particularly due to the difficulty of 
inferring and predicting evolution, and to the limited human ability of 
considering conservation in long time-frames. However, the tendency of 
increasing diversity along geological time, which was particularly remarkable 
after each period of mass extinction, reinforces this idea. Another point that 
makes the idea of preserving our EP so interesting is that it is not human-
centered, as it provides a framework for conceiving conservation far beyond 
human perspective. These three notions, and particularly evolutionary 
potential, clearly need more attention, because they can provide insights for 
new conceptions of biodiversity conservation. 
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The deep relationships among the main lineages of eukaryotes, and in 
particular the root of the eukaryotic tree, remain debated. Two main rooting 
hypotheses are actively discussed. The first, the Unikont/Bikont hypothesis 
(UB), places the root between the Unikonts, including Metazoa, Fungi, 
Amoebozoa and some related protist lineages, and the bikonts, i.e. all the 
other lineages, including Archaeplastida and a large diversity of unicellular 
eukaryotes. The second hypothesis, Neozoan/Excavate (NE), proposes the 
root to be between the excavates, a very diverse group of protists, and all 
the other eukaryotes. Each of these hypotheses has major implications for the 
nature of the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA), as its complexity 
level, gene content or the evolution of the main features of each lineage. In 
order to solve this fundamental evolutionary question, we are exploring the 
use of concatenation, multispecies coalescent, and recently-developed 
approaches to gene tree-species tree reconciliation that allow species trees 
to be rooted without an outgroup. Our analyses make use of a broadly- 
sampled dataset of 98 complete genomes and largely-complete 
transcriptomes of Eukaryotes, including new lineages. We present ongoing 
work on the topology and root of the eukaryotic tree and the metabolic 
capabilities of the last eukaryotic common ancestor.  
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Some of the most heated debates in phylogenetics revolve around problems 
of congruence of molecular and morphological data.  The literature is ripe 
with case studies, like that of the relative relationships between the sponges 
(phylum Porifera), the Comb jellies (phylum Ctenophora) and the jellyfishes 
and corals (phylum Cnidaria).  However, it is still unclear whether this 
incongruence is generalised or limited to few case studies.  Previous statistical 
analyses concluded that incongruence between molecular and 
morphological trees might be real.  However, these studies could not control 
for a variety of possible nuisance factors that might have resulted in an 
overestimation of the perceived incongruence, including dataset size and 
the phylogenetic methods used to analyse the data.   In addition, previous 
studies did not consider the support for nodes in the compared trees and this 
could have also resulted in increased, spurious, incongruence.  Here, we 
performed statistical analyses of the congruence of independent molecular 
and morphological datasets for mammals and birds. The analyses were 
standardised to use the same methods and to compare datasets of the 
same size.  In addition, we investigated whether perceived incongruence in 
previous studies might have been spurious (i.e. the result of incongruence 
between poorly supported topologies) by weighting tree-to-tree distances by 
the support in the nodes in the compared trees.  Our results indicate that 
molecular and morphological data are indeed incongruent and that 
incongruence does not disappear when support is considered in tree-to-tree 
distance estimation.   
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Placing fossils in the tree of life is a fundamental aim of evolutionary biology, 
but it is unclear which phylogenetic methods are most accurate when 
estimating phylogenies based on morphological data. Molecular 
phylogeneticists have generally abandoned parsimony as it exhibits 
statistically undesirable properties and is less accurate than probabilistic 
phylogenetic models. Palaeontological research commonly employes equal 
weights and implied weights parsimony, but recent research suggests 
probabilistic alternatives, mainly the Bayesian Mk model, may provide 
greater phylogenetic accuracy. However, this rethought itself has proved 
controversial as the likelihood-based models used in the Bayesian Mk model 
may be insufficient to capture the complexities of morphological evolution. 
Here we review these recent debates to show that parsimony generally 
performs poorly in comparison to probabilistic models such as the Bayesian 
Mk model. Many of these differences are due to Bayesian model 
incorporating uncertainty not accommodated in equal weights or implied 
weights parsimony. However, when this uncertainty is incorporating in 
parsimony approaches, probabilistic methods still achieve higher accuracy. 
Finally, we show that even when data are simulated to be biased towards 
parsimony, and implied weights parsimony in particular, Bayesian estimation 
still achieves higher accuracy in datasets rich in homoplasy. The simplistic Mk 
model of evolution used in Bayesian phylogenetics is more accurate than 
parsimony alternatives and offers future scope to model the complexities of 
morphological data. 
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New horizons for natural history collections with DiSSCo 
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Many biogeographic, biodiversity and climate change impact studies rely on 
digitized and georeferenced specimens from collections stored in natural 
history musea and herbaria and curated by taxonomic experts. Currently, 
GBIF, the most important data provider for biodiversity data holds 169 million 
records of preserved specimens. Within Europe, however, it is estimated that 
all collection institutes collectively hold 1.5 billion specimens or 55% of the 
global collection, meaning that only a small percentage of the European 
collection is digitally available for research and evidence based policy 
decisions. Furthermore, biodiversity data that is digitally available is often 
incomplete and inadequately connected. Recognition of the importance of 
these data, its caveats, and the urgent need of digital biodiversity data for 
scientific research, including studies on impacts of climate and land use 
change on species distributions has resulted in the acceptance of 
DiSSCo<http://dissco.eu>, the ‘Distributed System of Scientific Collections’ on 
the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) roadmap. 
DiSSCo is a pan-European research infrastructure (115 institutions from 21 
countries, today) of scientific collections that will mobilise and harmonise 
natural science collection data and make them available as one big linked 
science cloud. DiSSCo links historical collection data with data emerging 
from new techniques such as DNA sequences, proteomics, imaging data, 
chemical data and metabolomics using permanent and persistent identifiers. 
In this presentation I will showcase the DiSSCo framework and architecture, 
and illustrate the potential and added value of DiSSCo for future biodiversity 
studies with a number of worked examples. 
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Empirical mixture models improve model-fit and mitigate branching errors in 
partitioned phylogenomics 

Redmond A.K. and McLysaght A. 
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Concatenated phylogenomics is typically performed by either partitioning a 
dataset and modelling under site-homogenous amino acid substitution 
models, or by analyzing the entire dataset under CAT/GTR-CAT, a single site-
heterogeneous infinte mixture model. Results can be incongruent between 
these approaches however, and their relative fit cannot be easily measured. 
This has led to debate on whether sponges or comb jellies are sister to all 
other animals. Here, we incorporate empirical mixture models, including 
derivations of CAT designed for single-gene phylogenetics, into partitioned 
phylogenomics. Using real datasets as examples, we show that this greatly 
improves model-fit and can relieve branching artefacts induced by 
systematic error in partitioned phylogenomic analyses. Our results suggest 
that using only site-homogeneous models drastically underappreciates the 
prevalence and extent of intra-gene site-heterogeneity, and can 
underestimate the number of hidden substitutions, even in alignments with 
>90% average identity. By applying better-fitting empirical mixture models to 
reanalyses of key datasets previously found to support comb jellies as sister to 
all other animals, we find that partitioned phylogenomics does not provide 
unequivocal support for this hypothesis of animal evolution. Furthermore, 
underlying support, in the form of partition-specific log-likelihoods, shifts 
towards sponges as sister to all other animals as model-fit improves. In 
summary, we suggest that the use of empirical mixture models is advisable in 
future studies using partitioned phylogenomics, and that support for comb 
jellies as sister to all other animals is likely artefactual. 
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Systematists: The Integrators 

Ronquist F.  
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Abstract: In the 1980’s, as a young biologist considering a career in 
systematics, I was intimated by the view of a systematist as a jack of all 
trades, someone whose role it is to synthesize knowledge from other 
disciplines. In hindsight, however, it seems like much of the development of 
systematics since then can be characterized as a search for more powerful 
methods of integrating knowledge from an ever-increasing number of 
sources. In this talk, I summarize the key steps in my personal journey towards 
becoming a better integrator, using examples from our research on 
integrative dating (also known as tip dating or total-evidence dating). The 
ultimate goal of integrative dating is to base divergence time estimates on 
sophisticated simultaneous analysis of all the available evidence. Accepting 
a statistical approach defines a principled way of combining the evidence 
based on a single currency: probability. Taxon sampling, fossil ages, 
relationships between fossils and extant taxa, molecular clocks, 
morphological evolution, diversification processes:  all contain some 
information that is relevant to divergence time estimation. Once quantified 
by stochastic modeling, the information can be combined in integrative 
statistical analyses. The search for successively more sophisticated dating 
approaches gives several examples of how the combination of evidence 
from multiple sources can highlight problems with current models, and 
contribute to a better understanding of evolutionary processes of key interest 
to systematists. 
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Whelks, rock-snails and allied: a new phylogenetic framework for the family 
Muricidae (Mollusca: Gastropoda) 
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With its over 1800 extant species, currently classified into 12 accepted 
subfamilies, Muricidae is one of the most diverse families of marine 
gastropods. We have realized a new phylogenetic framework for a modern 
classification of the family, and for the study of its evolutionary biology. We 
have merged previously published data with new original sequences of three 
mitochondrial markers (COI, 12S, 16S) and one nuclear marker (28S), from 
more than 700 specimens, representing a total of more than 350 species of all 
subfamilies. 
The two most important subfamilies, Muricinae and Muricopsinae, did not 
prove monophyletic as well as some very important and well know genera 
(like Murex and Naquetia). The remaining subfamilies were monophyletic, but 
some independent lineages emerged. The patterns of larval development 
are not homogeneous across lineages: the ectoparasitic Coralliophilinae 
include a vast majority of species with planktotrophic larval development; 
other like Muricinae s.s. include both species with planktotrophic and non-
planktotrophic development. 
The phylogenetic tree has been time calibrated, based on twelve fossil 
records set as calibration points, and the origin of the subfamilies and major 
lineages has been estimated. 
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Stratigraphic congruence of Bayesian posterior distribution tree samples 

Sansom R.S., Keating J.N. 
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Analyses of morphological data are fundamental for reconstructions of 
phylogeny, especially those based on fossil data. Recent developments have 
demonstrated the efficacy of Bayesian analyes of morphological data to the 
extent that they have been found to outperform traditonal parsimony in 
simulation studies. Using fossil age range data as an independent benchmark 
however finds most parsimonious trees to to be more stratigraphically 
congruent than Bayesian posterior tree samples for empirical data. This, and 
the increasing use of tip dating analyses which use fossil age data, means 
that the relationship between stratigraphic distribution of fossils and posterior 
probabilities of Bayesian tree samples needs characterising. Here we use 
meta-analysis of 14 empirical morphological datasets of fossil tetrapods with 
age range data to evaluate the stratigraphic congruence of Bayesian 
posterior distribution tree samples. No relationship was found between unique 
tree probability and tree stratigraphic congruence, but there was a 
significant relationship between parsimonious tree length and stratigraphic 
congruence. Furthermore, most parsimonious trees are more stratigraphically 
congruent than not just the posterior distribution trees, but also the the 
maximum a posterior (MAP) trees. As such, the differences between Bayesian 
and parsimony analyses in empirical and simulation studies are not related to 
the different sampling approaches of the two paradigms and may reflect 
some real underlying phenomena. The absence of a demonstrable 
relationship between Bayesian tree probability and stratigraphic congruence 
may need consideration for future tip-dating analyses that aim to 
incorporate fossil age data directly to tree searches. 
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Drivers of phylogenetic incongruence in rainforest trees 
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The tree flora of Neotropical rainforests is incredibly rich in species, many of 
which exhibit enigmatic phylogenetic relationships. It is unclear which 
mechanisms generate these disparities and whether they are best explained 
by introgression or incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) alone.  
In order to ascertain whether introgression could be a driver of phylogenetic 
incongruence in rainforest trees, gene trees were built for the characteristic 
Neotropical tree genus Brownea using a targeted bait capture approach. 
These gene trees were used to examine whether patterns of incongruence 
were more accurately described by a network model including introgression 
or by a null model comprising only of ILS. In addition, Patterson’s D statistic 
was calculated for sets of Brownea lineages pooled by subclade to establish 
whether there were major ancient hybridization events within Brownea, as 
well as between Brownea and its sister genus Browneopsis.  
Phylogenetic model comparison indicated that the observed incongruence 
could not be adequately explained by ILS alone, and that a network model 
including introgression best fit the data. These results were corroborated by 
the pooled D statistic tests, which suggested that ancient hybridization had 
occurred between Brownea subclades, as well as between Brownea and 
Browneopsis. From this it is evident that introgression contributed to the 
incongruence between gene trees in Brownea, and may be a common 
source of incongruence for other rainforest tree lineages in addition to ILS. It 
also suggests that phylogenetic networks may be a more accurate means of 
representing the relationships between tree lineages in species-rich 
Neotropical rainforests.  
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Life in the extreme; when did tardigrades colonise Antarctica? 
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Internal phylogenetic relationships within the Tardigrada are poorly resolved, 
and the studies that have been undertaken in this area are generally 
restricted to certain groups within the phylum, as well as rarely including 
molecular analyses of divergence times. In this ongoing study, we infer the 
phylogeny of the phylum using 18S, 28S and CO1 sequences obtained from 
GenBank. To investigate the colonisation history of tardigrades in Antarctica, 
further newly-available sequences for Acutuncus antarcticus and Mesobiotus 
furciger for different geographical regions were added. Trees were created 
using Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian methods, with divergence times 
estimated using a relaxed clock model. These were then mapped to a 
biogeography matrix to estimate biogeographic patterns. Ongoing analyses 
suggests that the biogeographic history of A. antarcticus and M. furciger may 
be different to that previously proposed. Divergence times indicate that the 
origin of M. furciger is older than previously thought, with the Antarctic 
lineage of Mesobiotus diverging approximately 50 mya from other non-
Antarctic lineages of Macrobiotidae, well before the geographical isolation 
of Antarctica. The data also indicate that within the species’ clade a 
significant radiation event took place approximately 10 mya, implying that M. 
furciger is in fact a species complex with at least three distinct haplotypes 
existing. This pattern is similarly seen within A. antarcticus indicating 
tardigrades having ancient origins on this extreme continent. 
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Hidden in plain sight: reassessment of the extinct pig-footed bandicoot, 
Chaeropus ecaudatus (Peramelemorphia, Chaeropodidae) and use of the 
fossil record to trace its past distribution 
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Stemmer D.5, Price G.6, Cramb J.6, Louys J.7 
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The Pig-footed Bandicoot, Chaeropus ecaudatus, an extinct arid-adapted 
bandicoot, was named in 1838 based on a specimen without a tail from the 
Murray River in New South Wales. Two additional species were later named, 
C. castanotis and C. occidentalis, which have since been synonymised with 
C. ecaudatus. Taxonomic research on the genus is rather difficult because of 
the limited material available for study with fewer than 30 other modern 
specimens in collections scattered around the world. Examining skeletal and 
dental characters for several specimens, and using a combination of 
traditional morphology, morphometrics, palaeontology and molecular 
phylogenetics, we have identified two distinct species, C. ecaudatus and C. 
yirratji sp. nov., with C. ecaudatus having two distinct subspecies, C. e. 
ecaudatus and C. e. occidentalis. We use palaeontological data to 
reconstruct the pre-European distribution of the two species, and review the 
ecological information known about these extinct taxa. 
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Inadvertent paralog inclusion drives artefactual topologies and timetree 
estimates in Lissamphibia 
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Increasingly, large phylogenomic datasets include transcriptomic data from 
non-model organisms. This has allowed controversial and unexplored 
evolutionary relationships in the tree of life to be addressed but also increases 
the risk of inadvertent inclusion of paralogs in the analysis. While this may be 
expected to result in decreased phylogenetic support it is not clear if it could 
also drive highly supported artefactual relationships. Many groups, including 
the hyper-diverse Lissamphibia, are especially susceptible to these issues due 
to ancient gene duplication events, small numbers of sequenced genomes 
and because transcriptomes are increasingly applied to resolve historically 
conflicting taxonomic hypotheses. We tested the potential impact of paralog 
inclusion on the topologies and timetree estimates of the Lissamphibia using 
published and de novo sequencing data including 18 amphibian species, 
from which 2,656 single-copy gene families were identified. A novel paralog 
filtering approach resulted in four differently curated datasets, which were 
used for phylogenetic reconstructions using Bayesian inference, maximum 
likelihood and quartet-based supertrees. We found that paralogs drive 
strongly supported conflicting hypotheses within the Lissamphibia (Batrachia 
and Procera) and older divergence time estimates even within groups where 
no variation in topology was observed. All investigated methods, except 
Bayesian inference with the CAT-GTR model, were found to be sensitive to 
paralogs, but with filtering convergence to the same answer (Batrachia) was 
observed. This is the first large-scale study to address the impact of orthology 
selection using transcriptomic data and emphasises the importance of 
quality over quantity particularly for understanding relationships of poorly 
sampled taxa. 
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We determined the complete mitogenome sequence of three 
bathynellaceans: Allobathynella sp., Arisubathynella cheongmiensis Park & 
Eun, 2012 (Malacostraca: Bathynellacea: Parabathynellidae), and Bathynella 
cf. rufa Morimoto, 1970 (Bathynellidae), which are the first mitogenome 
sequences in the superorder Syncarida. We found the inversion of control 
region (CR) in both of Arisubathynella cheongmiensis and Bathynella cf. rufa 
from reversal of GC skew in (+) strand and an opposite direction of flanking 
motifs in hairpin structures of CR. In gene rearrangement ananlysis, we 
estimated the hypothetical ancestral patterns of bathynellacean 
mitogenomes. Compared to the pan-crustacean ground pattern, gene 
rearrangements occurred in one PCG (nad1), both of rRNAs and CR in three 
bathynellacean mitogenomes. So, we assume a cluster of nad1–CR is 
translocated in the hypothetical ancestral pattern of bathynellaceans. Each 
parsimonious scenario of gene rearrangements of three bathynellaceans 
from the hypothetical ancestral pattern is provided. In phylogenetic analysis, 
we confirmed the usefulness of mitogenome data by obtaining the following 
conclusions consistent with the previous morphological analysis: (1) the 
monophyly of each orders within the Eumalacostraca; (2) the basal position 
of the Bathynellacea rather than the Stomatopoda within the 
Eumalacostraca; and (3) the Stomatopoda is the sister group of the Eucarida. 
In addition, our mitogenomic analysis provides a new perspective on the 
phylogenetic positon of the Mysida. 
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Resolving the tree of life is a major goal of systematic biology. Over the last 
decade, analyses involving hundreds or even thousands of molecular 
markers, often termed phylogenomics, have been conducted towards this 
goal. Among studies of vertebrates, ultrasconserved elements (UCEs) from 
the nuclear genome have emerged as an effective approach for generating 
up-scaled molecular datasets. However, many of the basic properties of 
UCEs are still being explored including the most effective ways to sequence 
and assemble them. Here, I discuss lessons learnt during a series of studies my 
collaborators and I have conducted using UCEs from amphibian and reptile 
systems (specifically hyloid anurans and squamate reptiles). Collectively, I 
report that vertebrate UCEs are phylogenetically informative, robust to some 
kinds of missing data, and most effective when analysed as a concatenated 
super matrix.  Despite these promising qualities, we found that UCEs suffer 
from low phylogenetic signal per locus. Thus, they may not be the most ideal 
marker for certain methods like species tree analysis, where individual gene 
trees are used to infer a phylogeny. There is, however, the potential to 
overcome the low signal per gene issue using new approaches that hybridise 
de novo assembly and reference mapping to increase the average length of 
UCE assemblies.  
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Phylogenetic data offer a method for setting conservation priorities that 
maximise the preservation of evolutionary history or phylogenetic diversity. 
However, the extent to which these approaches can address the stated 
goals of biodiversity conservation remains controversial. Does evolutionary 
distinctness equate to high conservation priority? Can metrics based on 
phylogenetic branch length capture meaningful attributes of species traits or 
associated functions? What can phylogenetic relationships tell us about the 
functioning of ecological communities and their response to environmental 
change? I discuss recent progress in answering these questions at a range of 
spatial and taxonomic scales, mainly focusing on birds. Recent analyses 
based on global phylogenetic and functional trait datasets suggest that 
phylogenetic diversity metrics can be ineffective or misleading in species-
based conservation assessments, but that phylogenetic data can provide 
useful insight as a proxy of functional diversity, or a predictor of extinction risk 
and species interactions. Further research is needed to integrate 
phylogenetic data into conservation-related tools, including models 
designed to predict ecosystem function and geographical range-shifts in 
response to environmental change.  
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‘Cryptic species’ are nowadays commonplace in systematics, and with the 
advent of barcoding approaches increasing numbers of species are shown 
to be supposedly cryptic. However, the usage of the term is inconsistent and 
a unifying framework for studying cryptic diversity is lacking. Moreover, 
processes related to cryptic species are generally not taken into account. 
These processes comprise (I) recent divergence, (II) parallel or (III) 
convergent phenotypic evolution, or (IV) strong selection for phenotypic 
stasis. This causes confusion and imprecision in attempts resolving origins, 
evolutionary trajectories and ecological importance of cryptic species.  
Herein, a conceptual framework for cryptic species is presented based on 
the four processes underlying their generation of recent divergence, 
parallelism, convergence, and stasis. These four categories differ from each 
other in their temporal scales, phylogenetic context, and evolutionary 
processes implicated in their creation. The practical importance of such an 
approach is shown by a literature survey indicating the lack of a hypothesis-
driven framework for understanding the evolutionary basis and meaning of 
cryptic species. The survey further underscored the need for much higher 
genetic and morphological standards in the empirical investigation of cryptic 
species. Indeed, there was a general lack of consistency and experimental 
rigor in the designation of cryptic species. This inconsistency can hamper the 
designation of taxa into different categories of cryptic species, complicating 
analysis of underlying process. The refined concept of cryptic species has the 
potential to reveal hidden pattern and process increasing the understanding 
of evolution and biodiversity. 
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Dynamics in the developmental sequence of organs is one of factors that 
generates diversity in floral morphology. Croton, a mega-diverse genus with 
about 1,200 species, has great variation in stamen number and arrangement, 
which may be linked to diverse developmental sequences. To explore 
developmental processes underlying androecial diversity in Croton, flower 
buds from about 100 species of Croton and related genera were examined 
under the light microscope and by scanning electron microscopy. 
Morphological data were then mapped on the phylogenetic tree to study 
character evolution. An outermost antepetalous stamen whorl is found in 
nearly all Croton species. Surprisingly, evidence from ontogeny indicates that 
the outermost antepetalous whorl is the second to develop following the 
inner alternipetalous stamen whorl. However, in Croton species with less than 
10 stamens, the outermost whorl of antepetalous stamens is the first to 
develop suggesting a difference in the antepetalous stamen whorl between 
these two groups. The first pattern is the most common found in several sub-
groups within Croton and also in the related genus Astraea, suggesting it may 
be an ancestral character. Another pattern found in Croton section 
Moacroton (≤6 stamens) with the outermost stamen whorl in alternipetalous 
position suggests a reduction of the centrifugally developing antepetalous 
stamen whorl. Furthermore, a break-down of the whorled arrangement is 
observed in C. celtidifolius with numerous (>50) rapidly developing stamens. 
Our results reveal that that androecial development in Croton is highly 
dynamic and emphasizes that the interpretation of any morphological 
character should be handled with care. 
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The IUCN’s (International Union for the Conservation of Nature) Red List of 
Threatened Species is a powerful conservation tool with over 70,000 animal 
species listed to date. Deep-sea hydrothermal vents house faunal 
assemblages with the same density of life as coral reefs. With the plausible 
threat of deep-sea mining at these mineral-rich environments, there is an 
urgent need to protect vent ecosystems and their unique endemic faunas. 
Taxon-based conservation tools like the Red List are central to this initiative, 
however, only two of over 700 recorded vent endemic species have been 
previously assessed under IUCN criteria. Our new project aims to complete 
Red List assessments for all described hydrothermal vent species, to ensure 
globally-recognised conservation status for animals which can easily be 
considered ‘out of sight, out of mind’. Fifteen vent-endemic molluscs were 
identified for trial assessments. Data gathered via literature review on 
distribution, occurrence, habitats, ecology, and threats were used to assess 
the conservation status of the species under Red List categories and criteria. 
As hydrothermal vent fields occupy such a small area of the deep-sea floor, 
all fifteen species were classified as threatened: seven as Endangered and 
eight as Vulnerable. One significant hurdle to further conservation at 
hydrothermal vents, as in any under-studied ecosystem, is the prevalence of 
undescribed species, which confounds formal assessment under Red List 
criteria for those taxa. This project demonstrates the importance of 
taxonomically-driven conservation in the deep sea and considers the 
implications of assigning Red List status for the management of deep-sea 
resources. 
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The IUCN’s Global Redlist of Threatened Species aims to list the global 
conservation status of as many species as possible. The work required to 
determine the actual conservation status of each species according to the 
IUCN’s official Categories and Criteria is usually voluntarily undertaken by a 
diverse range of people including but not limited to taxonomists, ecologists, 
foresters and biologists.  
Underpinning that work is a requirement for an up to date and stable 
taxonomy to determine which taxa are eligible for listing. Redlist status can 
have a major impact on setting conservation priorities and leveraging 
conservation funding so the question of which species should be listed in the 
first place can be a critical decision.  
This talk presents a number of recent examples from the Redlisting of conifer 
species where conflicts between traditional alpha taxonomic works that rely 
on macro and micro morphological characters may clash with taxonomies 
that integrate molecular results. Examples are primarily drawn from Southeast 
Asian conifers, particularly Vietnam, where an upsurge in traditional 
botanical work since the early 1990s has resulted in several new species 
being described with other previously poorly known species re-discovered. 
This has also coincided with the rapid development in molecular methods 
and approaches that may either support or contradict previous 
classifications.  
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Switzerland 

E-mail: marit.vansanten@systbot.uzh.ch  

The Cape flora is arguably the most species-rich, high-endemic hotspot of 
angiosperms. Here we test the currently dominant hypothesis, that the 
radiation of this flora was triggered by late Miocene climate change. We use 
the fossilized birth-death model and incorporate new fossil data to re-
calibrate the Cape clade Phylica (Rhamnaceae), the genus originally used 
to erect this hypothesis, to test whether the age signal is consistent with the 
late Miocene climate event. Secondly, we generalize the results across the 
flora with a meta-analysis of 22 clades. We find that the crown age of Phylica 
predates the late Miocene, which is corroborated by the Cape clades not 
showing a common age pattern rejecting the hypothesis of the climate 
change event as common trigger for the radiation of the Cape flora. We 
conclude that Cape lineages evolved and radiated separately in expanding 
oligotrophic soils in the Cape mountains as sandstone exhumation after the 
Gondwanan break-up progressed, independent from the late Miocene 
climate change event. 
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Fossil evidence suggest comb jellies (Ctenophora) are coelenterate 
diploblasts 

Vinther J. 
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The phylogenetic placement of comb jellies has been a debated subject for 
the last decade or more. A great number of molecular phylogenetic studies 
recover ctenophores as the sister group to all other metazoans with great 
implications for hypotheses of body plan evolution and the complexity of the 
ancestral metazoan. The discovery that a number of Cambrian weird 
wonders—the tulip animal, Siphusauctum, and Dinomischus preserve a suite 
of characters that are intermediate between polypoid cnidarians and comb 
jellies present an alternative line of evidence suggesting that comb jellies are 
the sister group of cnidarians in the classic clade of Coelenterata. In this talk I 
will present the fossil evidence for this hypothesis and review molecular and 
morphological evidence that all corroborate this hypothesis. With comb jellies 
resolved in their traditional phylogenetic position, it is possible to constrain 
early metazoan character evolution with more certainty. 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From tree to soup to tree: the application of metagenetics in rapid biodiversity 
discovery of the Coleoptera 

Vogler A.P.1, Garner B.2 
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The previously under-explored frontiers of the rainforest canopy and deep soil 
are silos for arthropod biodiversity, but the complex diversity limits our 
understanding of ecological and evolutionary patterns and processes on a 
global scale. Morphological taxonomy has laid the foundations for our 
interpretation of species richness and diversity through time; however rapid 
species discovery is achievable by employing high through-put sequencing 
methods. The SITE-100 project is an ambitious effort towards documenting the 
species diversity and evolutionary history of insects on Earth for a global 
comparative analysis.  In this initial phase we concentrate on the Coleoptera 
(beetles), which are sampled from natural forest ecosystems around the world. 
The resulting specimen mixtures each contain hundreds or thousands of 
morphospecies, which are sequenced in bulk for the extraction of whole 
mitochondrial genomes that place the local diversity into a species-rich 
phylogenetic tree representing the global diversity. With each sample, the Tree 
becomes more complete, while the position of each local species on the global 
tree provides a phylogenetic fingerprint of each site. The talk will present specific 
examples to illustrate the power of such ‘site-based’ approach for large-scale 
phylogenetics, which is being used to analyse the structure of Earth’s biodiversity 
both on a temporal and spatial scale, while also taking on the 21st Century 
challenge of documenting the great species diversity in the face of rapid 
habitat loss and insect decline. 
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Can specimen-based models provide a shortcut to conservation 
assessments? 

Walker B.E.1, Lughadha E.N.1, Canteiro C.1, Chadburn H.1, Davis A.P.1, 
Hargreaves S.1, Lucas E.J.1, Schuiteman A.1, Williams E.1, Bachman S.P.1, Baines 

D.1,2, Barker A.1, Budden A.P.1, Carretero J.1, Clarkson J.J.1, Roberts A.1, and 
Rivers M.3 
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E-mail: b.walker@kew.org  

Around one million species face extinction, according to the global 
assessment on biodiversity and ecosystem services by IPBES. This estimate is 
based on extrapolating from IUCN Red List assessments, but the assessment 
process is largely incomplete for many groups. Rapidly increasing the number 
of assessed species is vital for identifying exactly which species are 
threatened in order to set conservation priorities and meet international 
targets on biodiversity. 
Assessing the status of a species can be time consuming and may require 
data or expertise that is not readily available. Specimens in natural history 
collections provide a rich source of verified data on which to base 
assessments but extracting and cleaning that data can take a large amount 
of resources. 
We recently reviewed methods proposed in the literature that use specimen 
information from natural history collections to speed up conservation 
assessments by predicting if a species is threatened. 
When compared on sets of species already assessed by conventional 
methods, we found that these methods could correctly predict the threat 
status of up to 90% of our test species. However, performance of the methods 
varied depending on their intended goal and between the different sets of 
species to which they were applied. 
By exploring some of the details and pitfalls of these methods, we can come 
to understand which method is best for what purpose. Armed with this 
knowledge we can start to use methods like these as indispensable tools to 
speed up assessments and focus resources on the most threatened species. 
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Theoretical and Empirical Advances in Species Tree Estimation 

Warnow T. 

University of Illinois, USA 

E-mail: warnow@illinois.edu  

The estimation of species trees from multi-locus datasets is a basic step in 
many biological research projects. However, heterogeneity between the loci 
resulting from processes such as incomplete lineage sorting and horizontal 
gene transfer make standard approaches (such as concatenation using 
maximum likelihood) statistically inconsistent. In this talk, I will present very 
recent work on species tree estimation from multi-locus data sets when gene 
trees can differ from the species tree due to incomplete lineage sorting.  I will 
cover new methods (ASTRAL, ASTRID, BBCA, and SVDquest) for estimating 
species trees, and discuss the current understanding about statistical 
consistency in two contexts: when sequence lengths and number of genes 
both go to infinity (essentially assuming perfect gene trees) or when the 
sequence length per gene is bounded but the number of genes goes to 
infinity. I will also present NJMerge and TreeMerge, new techniques for 
improving the scalability of these methods to large data sets. Much of this 
talk is based on joint work with Siavash Mirarab (UCSD), Erin Molloy (Illinois), 
Mike Nute (Illinois), Sébastien Roch (Wisconsin), Pranjal Vachaspati (Illinois), 
and Théo Zimmermann (Paris). 
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Combination of Hyb-Seq, Sanger sequence and morphological data resolves 
phylogenetic relationships and supports delimitation of cryptic genera in the 
Urticaceae 

Wells T.1,2, Olivier Maurin3, Alexandre K. Monro A.4 
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2Oxford University, Department of Plant Sciences. 
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Recent analyses of DNA sequence data have recovered Urera, a 
pantropical genus comprising ca 70 species as paraphyletic to a complex of 
genera in the Urticeae tribe of the nettle family (Urticaceae). Urera is 
distinctive in its tree or liana habit, brightly coloured fleshy fruits and often 
stinging hairs. It is known from tropical Africa, the Mascarenes, Hawaii and the 
Neotropics and yet is strangely absent from Asia. In order to determine 
whether the paraphyly of Urera was an artefact of insufficient taxon or 
genome sampling, or a ‘hard polytomy’ associated with reticulate evolution, 
we assembled and analysed a taxon-rich sample and applied a two-tier 
genome sampling approach. The first tier of this approach harnessed a 
taxon-dense sample of Sanger sequence data and recovered monophyletic 
groupings of putative generic rank but failed to recover relationships 
between these groupings. The second tier generated a genome-dense 
sample of Hyb-Seq data, for a subsample of the groupings recovered by the 
Sanger sequence data, resolved relationships between these groupings. 
When combined with morphological and geographical data this approach  
provided a robust and economic framework for generic delimitation and a 
revised classification of Urera s.l. based on monophyly and morphological 
diagnosability. This classification resurrects the genus Scepocarpus, suggests 
the designation of a new genus name for many of the Neotropical taxa, and 
suggests the inclusion of the Hawaiian taxa under the genus, Touchardia. 
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On support 
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Support is an important concept in phylogenetics. It has attracted 
considerable attention, and quite a few numerical support values have been 
devised including the bootstrap, posterior probabilities, decay indices, 
quartet puzzling scores, etc. that are more or less popular.  Importantly, there 
is no sign that the development of new methods or measures has been 
exhausted. Phylogenetic trees are seldom presented without some support 
values, which are used to help interpret the robustness of the phylogenetic 
inferences. The plurality of support measures naturally leads to questions 
about comparative properties, which measures are best in which 
circumstances and why. Additionally, it is sometimes claimed that some 
measures overestimate whereas others underestimate support, seemingly 
presupposing that there is some singular parameter, “support”, that different 
measures are estimating (more or less accurately). Our presentation is in three 
parts. Firstly, we briefly consider what support means, and what it means to 
claim any measures over- or underestimate support. Secondly, we suggest 
some possible ways in which support values can be compared or combined. 
Thirdly, we critique a recent attempt to renew Felsenstein’s phylogenetic 
bootstrap in the era of big data. 
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Whatever Happened to Cladistics? 
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Over the past few years the subject of cladistics has received more than its 
fair share of bad press. Often aimed at what is perceived to be a tired, 
outdated and erroneous methodology, cladistics is seen by many to have 
reached the end of its particular road, its usefulness all but exhausted, its 
foundations moribund. Nowadays one might imagine that the cladistic 
revolution — whatever that might have been – has disappeared altogether, 
at best, the fruits of its past labours absorbed silently into the everyday life of 
the comparative biologist, if such people still exist. Today molecular biologists, 
mathematicians, statisticians and bio-informaticians conjure up massive 
genealogical trees – no dataset is too large – documenting the entire tree of 
life in one go, aiming towards completing Ernst Haeckel’s original project: 
the placing all organisms, fossil and Recent, ‘Monad to Man’, on a single 
gigantic Tree of Life. Of methods of analysis to find that Tree, there are more 
than enough such that “To a man with a hammer, everything looks like a 
nail”. Given this is where we appear to be today, we will revisit some key 
concepts in systematics/phylogenetics – cladograms, phylogenies, 
classifications – and show that, if anything, cladistics is alive and well, but 
disguised in a complex, ‘modern’, and wholly unnecessary, vocabulary.  
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Guerrilla taxonomy ‒ is quick also dirty? Under-sampling, over-sampling, and 
cryptic species 

Williams P.H. 
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Our grasp of biodiversity is fine-tuned through the process of revisionary 
taxonomy. If species exist in nature and can be discovered with available 
techniques, then we expect these revisions to converge on broadly shared 
interpretations of species. But species may be difficult to recognise, especially 
when viewed world-wide rather than within a single site. Here species are 
recognised using integrative assessment, focussing on corroboration 
between coalescents in COI barcodes and morphology. Can such 
taxonomic revisions of small groups of species be done as short projects? 
Retrospective analysis of progress between 2011‒2019 in revising globally two 
groups of bumblebees, one with a few widespread species and the other 
with many narrowly distributed species, examines convergence in results for 
each group as samples were accumulated. Results show that stable 
convergence in recognising species was slow because of initial under-
sampling of rare species. Filtering out short sequences with ambiguous data 
had limited value for improving convergence. Filtering out duplicate 
haplotypes was more successful in reducing over-sampling effects that can 
promote false cryptic species and hence improved convergence. These 
results imply that reliable taxonomic revision may be difficult to achieve 
quickly even when large amounts of data can be acquired from gene 
sequences, because broad geographical coverage remains the more 
challenging constraint. There could be a perverse incentive if authors were 
rewarded for changing the taxonomy of a group, especially if this were more 
likely to happen from short projects with higher error rates. 
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Phylogenomics and the origin of eukaryotes 
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The origin of eukaryotic cells was a major event in the history of life. Our 
understanding of eukaryogenesis has made enormous progress in recent 
years, thanks in part to new techniques for sequencing environmental 
microbes and better methods for inferring phylogenetic trees. In my talk, I will 
present new phylogenomic analyses that bear on several of the open 
questions about the origin and early evolution of eukaryotes. These include (i) 
the nature of the relationship between Asgard archaea and eukaryotes and 
(ii) the earliest divergences among the major lineages of eukaryotes following 
their origin. Working further back in time, I will also present some work on 
rooting the tree of life. While most analyses assume evolution proceeded 
from prokaryotes to eukaryotes, different roots have major implications for our 
understanding of early cell evolution. I will re-evaluate recent evidence for a 
root between prokaryotes and eukaryotes, which --- if true --- implies that 
both the classical “three domains” and the more recent “two domains” trees 
are profoundly wrong and misleading. 
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Cryptic diversification in a cryptic radiation: a closer look at Madagascar's 
newly recognised Bernieridae 
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Madagascar is renowned as a global biodiversity hotspot, a region of 
exceptional species richness providing an ideal natural laboratory for 
investigating diversification processes. Yet, there is still much that is unknown 
about Madagascar’s unique diversity. One dramatic example is the fairly 
recent discovery of a new avian family endemic to Madagascar, 
Bernieridae, comprised of species previously placed in several distantly 
related passerine groups. In this study, we aimed to produce the first 
complete phylogeny of the Bernieridae family to examine their diversification 
history on Madagascar, and their place within the avian tree of life. Critical to 
our understanding of the evolution of any family is a characterization of its 
distinct species. We used an integrative taxonomic approach combining 
phylogenomics of UCEs, genetic clustering of thousands of SNPs, and 
statistical analyses of phenotype, to interrogate species limits across 
Bernieridae and facilitate a complete reconstruction of its evolutionary 
history. We uncovered two cryptic species within this cryptic family. We then 
utilized a large-scale genomic dataset with comprehensive taxon sampling 
to reconstruct relationships within the family and its place within the avian 
tree of life, resolving a long-standing issue of phylogenetic conflict among the 
Bernieridae, Locustellidae, and Donacobiidae families. Finally, we detected 
a significant decline in the rate of Bernieridae speciation over time. This 
pattern is suggestive of progressive niche filling, consistent with a model of 
adaptive radiation driven by ecological opportunity. Our results highlight the 
importance of complete taxon sampling for phylogenetic studies, including 
the identification of cryptic or hidden species. 
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Data, time and money: evaluating the best compromise for inferring 
molecular phylogenies of non-model taxa 
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For more than a decade now, NGS approaches revolutionized 
phylogenetics, both in data production and methodologies. Transcriptomes 
and (reduced) genomes are now widely used, but sequencing, assembling 
and analysing datasets can be expensive, time consuming and complex for 
non-model taxa. Indeed, a literature survey revealed that 74% of the 
molecular phylogenetics trees published in 2018 are based on data obtained 
through Sanger sequencing. In this context, our goal was to identify the 
strategy that would represent the best compromise between costs, time and 
robustness of the resulting tree. We sampled 32 transcriptomes of marine 
molluscs of the family Turridae, considered as a typical non-model taxon. 
From these data, we extracted the most commonly used genes in gastropod 
phylogenies (COX1, 12S, 16S, 28S, H3 & 18S), full mitogenomes, and a “hybrid 
enrichment-like” dataset. With each dataset, we reconstructed phylogenies 
and compared their robustness and accuracy. We discuss the use of 
statistical tests and tree metrics to improve further phylogenetic data 
acquisition pipelines. We evaluated the impact of missing data, the use of 
supertree and supermatrix methods and the cost (time and money) in order 
to identify the best compromise for phylogenetic data sampling in non-
model taxa. Although the mitogenomes seems to constitute the best 
compromise, their particular nature is known to induce biases in phylogenetic 
reconstructions. Rather, we recommend including systematically DNA-
barcodes, commonly used genes and mitogenomes among the other loci 
when designing baits for capture.  
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Tropical Important Plant Areas identification in the eastern lowlands of Bolivia 
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Kew’s Tropical Important Plant Areas (TIPAs) programme was developed 
jointly with PlantLife International in 2014-15 to facilitate an approach 
dedicated to designate sites for conservation in tropical regions based 
entirely on plants. The approach is based on the presence of 1) high plant 
diversity and/or 2) endemic, socioeconomically important, rare and/or 
threatened plant species and/or habitats. 
This study is identifying TIPAs in the Chiquitania ecoregion spanning the 
eastern lowlands of Santa Cruz in Bolivia, and Rondonia, Mato Grosso, and 
Mato Grosso do Sul in Brazil. The ecoregion consists of a mosaic of Chiquitano 
dry forest, Cerrado shrubland and Pantanal wetland vegetation. A target list 
of 244 rare and/or endemic species were identified, data collected, and 
targeted gap-filling fieldwork undertaken. Geospatial, expert knowledge and 
field observations were collected on the threats in the Chiquitania. The main 
threats are from land use change and practices, most significantly cattle 
ranching, agriculture, logging, mining, road building and urbanisation. 
Extinction risk assessments are being undertaken for the target taxa. 
Our preliminary findings show that 20% of the target taxa (43 species) are 
known from < 3 occurrences, and 62% (151 species) < 15 – the number of 
occurrences recommended by IUCN for extinction risk assessments. This 
demonstrates the need for further, rapid data collection on these habitats to 
inform on plant distributions, population sizes and ecology. However, based 
on our current knowledge the five municipalities richest in target taxa have 
been identified and site assessments prioritised for TIPAs identification. 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Phylogenomics: What genes to include? The example of the early animal 
relationships 
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Debates in phylogenomics are mostly driven by biases inherent to the data, 
and it is therefore important that the set of genes to be used in 
phylogenomic analyses are identified using objective, but informed, tools.  A 
classic example of this problem is provided by the debate on the 
phylogenetic relationships of the ctenophores, where different trees can be 
recovered when different sets of genes are used.  Here we use a large 
phylogenomic dataset spanning all metazoan taxa and investigate whether 
genes in this dataset are comparable for their level of saturation and 
compositional heterogeneity. We discuss possible approaches to the 
problem of objectively selecting genes without reference to their supported 
phylogeny and investigate whether genes showing different levels of 
saturation and heterogeneity support alternative phylogenetic trees.  
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Re-evaluating the taxonomy of Scilla L. using plastome data 
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Squills, bluebells, and hyacinths (subtribe Hyacinthineae, Asparagaceae), are 
geophytes distributed across Europe and Asia. Many of these plants are of 
horticultural importance and widely available in commerce. The interest in 
these plants has resulted in several attempts to refine the taxonomy of the 
group resulting in inconsistent delimitation of the genera. Traditionally eight 
genera with distinct floral morphology have been recognised. In contrast, the 
recognition of 21 genera was proposed based non-floral morphological 
characters, such as bulb structure. Previous molecular studies were limited to 
a single plastid DNA marker to investigate the phylogeny and indicated that 
the genus Scilla, in the commonly used sense, is polyphyletic. Our project 
aims to use additional molecular regions and next-generation sequencing 
data to more fully resolve the relationships within the subtribe with the aim of 
stabilising the names of these plants as a benefit to both horticulture and 
conservation. Here we focus on the genus Scilla and present a phylogenetic 
analysis based on two plastid markers, matK and ndhF, and complement this 
with 10 new complete plastid genomes for Hyacinthineae. Our initial results 
show that the traditional circumscription of Scilla, based on floral characters, 
is not supported and confirms that the genus is polyphyletic. Further analysis 
based on a wider and richer sampling of taxa is planned to inform the best 
approach to generic delimitation in the subtribe. 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Emerging cryptic diversity in Seychelles herpetofauna: doubling up on 
sooglossid frogs? 
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Recent, focussed attention combined with modern advances in molecular 
techniques have begun to reveal patterns of cryptic diversity in Seychelles 
endemic herpetofauna. Found on multiple of the inner granitic islands, 
geckos, skinks, caecilians, and frogs are among those displaying strong, 
island-specific affinities. Focussing on the endemic anuran family 
Sooglossidae—a group which diverged from their most recent common 
ancestor some 66 million years ago—we investigated the potential for cryptic 
diversity within this highly restricted taxon. Our sooglossid mtDNA phylogeny 
shows each island population to be reciprocally monophyletic, and while 
multiple high-frequency nuDNA haplotypes are shared between islands and 
taxa, numerous island-specific haplotypes for each species are also present. 
Evidence for island endemic lineages is further supported by independent 
species/population differentiation approaches (Bayesian Poisson tree 
processes and multispecies coalescent analyses). The cryptic diversity we 
identified indicates a total of eight independent island lineages that we 
consider as candidate species, potentially doubling the number of currently 
recognised sooglossid taxa from four to eight. Our findings highlight the 
significance of cryptic diversity in insular taxa for conservation management, 
and add to the growing understanding of the biogeography and hidden 
diversity within this globally important region. 
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Using current molecular phylogenetics methods to stabilise the taxonomy of 
the Teloschistaceae (lichen-forming Ascomycota, Fungi) 
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The Teloschistaceae is the sixth most diverse family of lichenised fungi with 755 
currently described species. Species are morphologically and chemically 
diverse, yet few characters unite the family. Furthermore, molecular 
phylogenetics show widespread convergence in the family. As a result, the 
taxonomy and nomenclature of the Teloschistaceae has changed 
immensely in the past decade, with the number of genera fluctuating 
between 12 and 100. 
This project aims to clarify and stabilize the genera delimitation in the 
Teloschistaceae using multi-locus molecular phylogenetics, incorporating all 
available sequence data. Alternative methods to delimit genera will also be 
tested. 
Sequence data for 379 taxa covering seven loci (coding and non-coding) 
were collected from sequence databases. Alignments were analysed using 
RAxML and ASTRAL-III. A concatenated seven-gene supermatrix tree and an 
ASTRAL coalescent species tree were built. Bootstrap support, quartet scores 
and Bayesian posterior probabilities were used to assess topology support 
and gene conflict. GYMC and temporal banding, were used as alternative 
methods for delimiting genera on a smaller, time-calibrated tree. 
The supermatrix and ASTRAL trees both showed many current genera to be 
polyphyletic or nested within other clades. Conflict between genes was 
observed, especially at the nodes separating the three subfamilies. A 
recently proposed fourth subfamily was also shown to be an artefact of 
misidentified/contaminated sequences. GYMC and temporal banding 
revealed that current genera are highly artificial and not comparable. The 
results, incorporating the highest number of loci and most widespread taxon 
sampling to date, provide strong evidence for a taxonomic revision of the 
Teloschistaceae. 
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In 1697 the English physician Samuel Brown (Browne) sent to London a 
collection of several hundred pressed and dried plant specimens that were 
prepared in India in the region of Fort St. George (present day Chennai). 
These collections (bound in two volumes) were given by the East India 
Company to the Royal Society where they remained till 1781. The Royal 
Society gave them to the British Museum in late1700s. These collections are 
now subsequently held in the historic collections room of the Natural History 
Museum, London. Along with his original handwritten notes mentioning the 
medicinal and other uses of the plants, Browne also recorded their 
vernacular (native names).  
The two volumes contain 316 plants, out of which 307 have been identified to 
species level and nine to genus level. We investigated whether for 
conspecific specimens there is consistency in the vernacular name, 
documented use, and reference to Hortus Malabaricus. We also investigated 
the taxonomic practices of Brown and Petiver to see whether there is 
consistency in the polynomial names used. There are 29 species with more 
than one specimen. Out of these 29 species, only six species show 
consistency in the polynomial name between conspecific samples. 
Consistency in the application of local names to conspecific specimens is 
seen in only in six species. The same use for conspecific specimens is seen in 
six species. Of the species for which the same use is documented for 
conspecific samples, only two species have the same polynomial and/or 
vernacular use. Only three species showed consistency in use of name to 
contemporary names.  
Out of 316 plant specimens, 219 are useful plants. These late 17th century 
collections of useful plants provide an important resource for cross– cultural 
ethnobotanical studies to assess the scale of loss and preservation of local 
knowledge/uses and names through time and change.  The challenges and 
opportunities that arise from the identification and digitisation of historical 
collections of useful plants are discussed, along with an analysis of the plants 
collected by Browne near Chennai in relation to today’s uses. 
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Among the four classes of Porifera, three of them construct siliceous skeletons 
but through divergent enzymatic pathways. In demosponges, the silicification 
occurs by polycondensation of silica using silicases around an axial filament 
formed by a protein called silicatein. Most demosponges can produce more 
than one spicule type, in some occasions with convoluted ornamentations. 
Some demosponges have more than one silicatein gene (with highly 
divergent evolutionary pathways). In calcareous sponges, the many alpha-
carbonic anhydrases present in the group are linked to the production of 
several spicule types. Whether the diversity of siliceous spicules is linked to 
larger molecular complexity in demosponges, is completely unknown. Here 
we used complete transcriptomes of 75 sponges (19 newly assembled) to 
create a sound phylogenomic framework to explore the evolution of 
biosilicification within demosponges. The enzymes required to produce 
siliceous spicules including silicases, silicateins, and silicon transporters, were 
screened within our transcriptomic and other datasets available and their 
expression quantified using bowtie2/RSEM. Character reconstructions were 
performed in our datasets to understand the evolution of the molecular 
machinery. Finally, we used BAMM tools to detect and quantify 
heterogeneity in evolutionary rates across sponges with diverging silicification 
levels, in terms of number of spicule types and spicule total content. 
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Fossorial (burrowing) squamate reptiles have a relatively conserved body 
plan, with elongated bodies, reduced or absent limbs, and strongly 
reinforced skulls for head-first burrowing. Different snout shapes - rounded, 
keel- or shovel-snouted – are likely associated with distinct microhabitat use, 
diet and/or burrowing styles. Shieldtails (Serpentes: Uropeltidae) are a family 
of small fossorial snakes, endemic to Sri Lanka and peninsular India. There are 
eight genera and 55 species currently recognised. This is a poorly understood 
group, partly due to their secretive habits and confusing taxonomic history. 
Although shieldtails seem to exhibit high levels of morphological diversity and 
have some highly distinct phenotypic features, their morphology has not yet 
been studied using a quantitative approach. The analysis and quantification 
of morphological diversity will allow for a better understanding of the 
evolutionary history of the group and their ecological traits. Using traditional 
morphometrics in the context of a new molecular phylogeny, 
phylomorphospace occupation of head and body shape among shieldtails 
was analysed and the major axes of morphological variation in this clade 
were identified. Convergence in head shape between some Indian Uropeltis 
and Sri Lankan Rhinophis was identified, so that head shape variation is not 
only partitioned phylogenetically, and that behavioural and/or ecological 
factors likely also influence morphology in the group.  
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The generally accepted monophyly of Lissamphibia, modern amphibians, 
has been questioned by a series of phylogenetic analyses of fossil 
amphibians, which found caecilians to be distantly related to frogs and 
salamanders. We reanalysed the character matrix of a recently published 
phylogeny of fossil amphibians, which supports a polyphyletic Lissamphibia, 
and found that the data are not robust to changes in inference methods.  
While Bayesian inference and the majority-rule consensus of the maximum 
parsimony analysis recovered a polyphyletic Lissamphibia, the strict 
consensus of the latter is fully unresolved regarding the relationships between 
caecilians and the other extant amphibians. Additionally, in a parsimony 
setting, bootstrap weakly supports the monophyly of modern amphibians, 
while delete-half jackknife weakly supports their polyphyly. First-order taxon 
jackknife analyses show that lissamphibian monophyly is restored if 
Chinlestegophis, Rileymillerus or Eocaecilia are removed. With restored 
monophyly, Bayesian analyses recover Anura as sister to (Gymnophiona, 
Caudata), while parsimony analyses recover Gymnophiona as sister to 
(Caudata, Anura), the relationship most commonly supported by molecular 
data. Ongoing analyses aim to test the fit of the Mk model to the data, and 
thus the accuracy of the Bayesian inference results, and to ascertain which 
characters are driving the recovered topologies. Our results show that careful 
thought is required when designing phylogenetic analyses of the available 
fossil data, since the choice of inference method and support measure can 
lead to vastly different conclusions, and that it is premature to abandon the 
lissamphibian monophyly hypothesis. 
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Fungi is of the most diverse kingdoms both in terms of functions and species. 
They can get their nutrients from either living organisms (biotrophic) or from 
dead matter (saprotrophic). The most common biotrophic lifestyle is 
ectomycorrhiza (ECM), a symbiotic root association that allows the uptake of 
nutrients by plants. It is clear that ECM has evolved several times in both 
plants and fungi, but there are two conflicting hypothesis about the 
emergens of ECM in fungi suggesting either (1) relatively few transitions to 
ECM followed reversals to saprotrophy or (2) >78 independent origins and no 
reversals of ECM. In this study we investigate the patterns of evolution of ECM 
and check if the ECM clades evolved independently or if there have been 
any reversals to saprotrophic lifestyle. We have assembled a densely sampled 
dataset of 2,174 fungal taxa covering the three subphyla that include ECM 
fungi: Pezizzomycotina, Agaricomycotina, and Mucoromycotina. We created 
a time- calibrated phylogeny and address the question using model based 
ancestral state reconstruction. Previous studies addressing this question has 
done either informal parsimony like analyses, or have assumed a constant 
rate of evolution through time on trees with a limited taxon sampling. As ECM 
plants have not been available until the Late Triassic or Early Jurassic, and the 
area dominated by ECM plants has varied during the evolutionary history of 
fungi it seem reasonable that the rate has varied through time too. We 
therefore investigated the evolution of ECM fungi using models with variable 
rates through time. 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The evolutionary relationships of starfish (Asteroidea) have remained a 
subject of debate for decades, mainly due to a poor fossil record and 
limitations that arise when using molecular data to perform phylogenetic 
analyses. The two most common and widely discussed sources of noise in 
phylogenetics are the presence of high compositional heterogeneity and 
saturation in the data. Here we used a published dataset composed of more 
than 5,000 genes to test whether genes can be partitioned based on their 
different level of heterogeneity and saturation objectively, and to test 
whether trees derived using genes with different levels of saturation and 
heterogeneity lead to the inference of different trees.  Finally we shall 
investigate how our results compare to previously published phylogenies for 
the starfishes. 
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Natricine snakes (Colubridae: Natricinae) originated in Asia and dispersed 
into North America, Africa and Australasia. They are diverse, with repeatedly 
evolved surface, burrowing, and (semi)aquatic ecotypes. Given this 
background we asked: Is external morphological variation explained most by 
habit, diet, phylogeny or geographic distribution? Morphological data were 
generated for 21 linear measurements from 1,133 specimens covering 73% 
(177 species) of all known natricines and 28 specimens of 13 non- natricine 
snake species. Dietary and natural history data were collated from literature 
sources. Preliminary results show that burrowing taxa have the most distinctive 
morphospace occupation among the three main ecotypes. Burrowing 
ecotypes from Asia have almost no morphospace overlap with those from 
North America. There is partial overlap in morphospace of aquatic species 
from Asia, North America and Africa. Among aquatic taxa there are two 
independent lineages of Asian aquatic burrowers that have unique 
morphospace occupation. Surface dwellers broadly group into semiaquatic 
and terrestrial but with substantial morphospace overlap, and with little 
geographic substructuring. Other than for some molluscivorous lineages, 
ecotype explains morphospace occupation to a greater degree than does 
dietary specialism.  
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The pantropical and ecologically dominant savannah grass genera Heteropogon and 
Themeda are closely related and share similar morphology, yet a solid phylogenetic 
framework is lacking. In this study, nuclear data retrieved from genome skims were 
analysed using concatenation and coalescence approaches. The phylogenetic trees 
showed that the Heteropogon–Themeda group is polyphyletic and contains two major 
clades. In one, T. arundinacea and T. villosa are more closely related to H. contortus 
and H. triticeus. In the other clade, H. melanocarpus and H. ritchiei are close to several 
Themeda species. These results suggest that convergent evolution underlies the 
similarity of Heteropogon and Themeda, especially in inflorescence structure, 
challenging assumed synapomorphies in this group. However, nuclear genes may also 
reflect a complex past evolutionary history including, for example, horizontal gene 
transfer, incomplete lineage sorting, or hybridization. A comparison with plastome data 
is in progress to resolve this. At the population level, the widespread Themeda triandra 
illustrated geographic patterns confirming a previous study, whereas such patterns 
were ambiguous in the equally widespread Heteropogon contortus. More variable DNA 
regions, such as introns, and plastome data will be applied to resolve the 
phylogeography of H. contortus. 
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Being the second largest genus in flowering plants, Euphorbia contains 
around 850 succulent species sensu stricto. Euphorbia sect. Monadenium, 90 
spp in total, is a typical group of succulents to study growth form evolution in 
Euphorbia, since it contains small herbs, geophytes, woody shrubs to trees, 
with nearly every form present in the genus. In East Africa, the great expanse 
of semi-deserts and semi-arid scrubs give birth to a wealth of amazing 
indigenous succulents. Two third member of the section could be found in this 
area. However, field collection and integrated taxonomy upon this section 
are relatively poor done. Previous research proposed to merge former 
genera, Monadenium Pax, Synadenium Boiss. and Endadenium Leach, and 
delimit them as a monophyletic clade within Euphorbia sensu lato. This 
phylogeny was constructed only based on ITS, ndhF and matK sequences 
with unrepresentative sampling. Consequently, the phylogenetic relationship 
of both infrasection and intersection is still unclear or with low support value. 
To solve these left problems, the reconstruction for robust phylogeny based 
on intensive field collections for gross morphological characters and 
informative molecular sequences from the plastid genome and 
transcriptome is underway. Performing phylogenetic inference and 
biogeographical analysis will help us better understand their evolutionary 
process of potentially radiated speciation. It is well recognized that 
succulents are iconic symbols of adapting to aridity and brightly display the 
relationship between morphological characters and aridification. E. sect. 
Monadenium will probably become a good model to study aridification 
adaptation in the future. 
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